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(57) ABSTRACT 

Computer-implemented System and methods for deploying a 
distributed client-Server System, enabling developerS to rap 
idly create and deploy read-write distributed data interfaces 
for host database Systems. The disclosed System is especially 
advantageous for mobile clients as connection to the Server 
environment can be intermittent without unduly impeding 
local (disconnected) operations. One important aspect of the 
invention is an incremental process for executing an appli 
cation Servo in a client device. This process includes build 
ing and incrementally maintaining a logical context tree in 
which each node expresses a complete current State of the 
execution process. 
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MODULAR DISTRIBUTED MOBILE DATA 
APPLICATIONS 

0001) RELATED APPLICATIONS 
0002 This application is a continuation of U.S. Provi 
sional Application No. 60/251,285 filed Dec. 4, 2000, and 
incorporated herein in its entirety by this reference. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

0003) (C2001 ThinkShare Corporation. A portion of the 
disclosure of this patent document contains material which 
is Subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has 
no objection to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the 
patent document or the patent disclosure, as it appears in the 
Patent and Trademark Office patent file or records, but 
otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatsoever. 37 CFR 
S1.71(d). 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0004. The present invention relates to software systems 
for distributed mobile computing and, more Specifically, it 
includes a Software platform-and application language 
for deployment of portable, reusable, and interoperable data 
Viewing and modification applications in a distributed, inter 
mittently networked environment. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0005 Increasing numbers of workers are mobile, mean 
ing that they do their jobs outside of the conventional office. 
Laptop and palm-sized computers provide Some communi 
cation and computing ability "on the road' and, with the 
decreasing Size of data Storage devices of all types, mobile 
workers can carry a lot of data with them. It is more difficult, 
however, to share data with others or access a centralized 
database. Specifically, mobile users (or developers of wire 
less data Systems) face Several challenges, Such as: 
0006 Disconnected operation. Workers often lose con 
nectivity in certain areas Such as, Subways, buildings, etc. 
but they should be able to continue doing their job and, at a 
minimum, not have their data corrupted (either locally or 
centrally) as a result of the disconnection. 
0007 Limited screen size and user input. It is difficult to 
display large amounts of information, and enable a user to 
meaningfully “browse' the information on a tiny Screen. 
User input is limited as well, especially with respect to 
PDAs and cellular phones. 
0008 Latency. Another challenge facing developers is 
how to design applications that make best use of a range of 
bandwidths. 

0009. Manageability. Applications should be able to 
grow, adding features and functions, without rebuilding 
them from Scratch and without losing backward compatibil 
ity with other programs or Services. 
0.010 The value of separation of data and format has 
become widely known, one example being the use of 
stylesheets as described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,860,073. 
Stylesheets alone, however, do not adequately address the 
mobile user problems outlined above. For example, a 
Stylesheet or transformer can be written to translate data to 
HTML or WML for display on a small screen. But if the 
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result is long, downloading may take awhile, and even if 
communication bandwidth is good, disconnection is a risk, 
and even after downloading, limited local processing power 
may result in long delay before the entire document can be 
randomly accessed by the user. Stylesheets enable Some 
dynamic properties, but when applied in the context of a 
Web browser page viewing they do not provide a complete 
Solution for disconnected operation. 

0011 XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a known 
document processing standard (a simplified form of SGML). 
It allows a developer to create a custom Vocabulary or 
"Schema' defining a custom markup language. This can be 
done using a document type definition (DTD) or with the 
XML Schema Definition (XSD), among other schema lan 
guages. The Schema Specifies what elements or tags and 
attributes can be used in a document and how they relate to 
each other. Many industry-specific DTDs are evolving, for 
example MathML, PGML, etc. XML parsers are publicly 
available for checking “well-formedness” of a document 
(compliance with the XML Syntax specifications) as well as 
“validity” meaning compliance with the applicable Schema. 

0012 The Information and Context Exchange (ICE) pro 
tocol is designed to manage establishing “Syndication” rela 
tionships and data transfer for content distribution. ICE is an 
application of XML. ICE enables establishing and managing 
Syndicator-Subscriber relationships for transferring content 
that is generally originated by the Syndicator and consumed 
by the subscriber, such as news or weather reports. This 
System essentially Supports one-way distribution of content, 
i.e., publication, rather than interactive, mobile applications 
implementing and Synchronizing distributed databases. Still, 
it does Suggest a data replication Scheme mediated by XML 
meSSageS. 

0013. It has also been suggested to use text-based 
descriptive attribute grammar, like XML, to specify object 
oriented applications. U.S. Pat. No. 6,083,276 to Davidson 
et al. describes Such a method. It is limited, however, to 
essentially translating the application description (in an 
XML-like language) to a set of Software objects Such as 
Java(E) component classes. Each element declaration in the 
Source (markup language) file must be capable of being 
mapped to a corresponding application component class. 
Each element with children must result in a corresponding 
container component with analogous child components. 
Every attribute declaration must map to a corresponding 
property value in the corresponding component, and So on. 
Thus the application must be designed from the outset to 
align very closely with a Selected object-oriented language 
and framework. Desired extensibility, reuse and Similar 
goals are Sacrificed, although the concept of initially 
describing an application using an XML-like Syntax is 
interesting and has some obvious benefits. The 276 patent 
to Davidson, however, primarily teaches an automated 
method for translating that description into a Specific object 
oriented program at which point the benefits of the descrip 
tive attribute grammar are lost. 

0014 U.S. Pat. No. 6,012,098 teaches a system for iso 
lating the retrieval of data from the rendering of that data. A 
data retrieval "servlet” executes a query, and converts the 
results to an XML data stream, delivered to a downstream 
rendering servlet. The rendering servlet parses this XML 
data Stream, using a Stylesheet that may be written using 
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XSL, and creates an HTML data stream as output for 
communication to a client computer. 
0.015 XSLT, or Extensible Stylesheet Language-Trans 
formation, is a useful tool for working with XML docu 
ments. XSLT enables one to extract and transform the Source 
information in various ways, for example into another 
markup language like HTML as is commonly done. See 
FIG. 1. 

0016 Many software systems exist which implement or 
utilize the XML family of standards (XML, XSL, XPath, 
XML Schema Definitions, etc.). HTML and XML browsers 
are common. Many enable offline operation by accessing 
cached read-only data. HTML and XML editors are common 
as well, all of which form part of the general background of 
the invention. 

0017 See also U.S. Pat. No. 6,167.409 to DeRose et al. 
“Computer System and Method for Customizing Context 
Information Sent with Document Fragments Across a Com 
puter Network.” 
0.018 Glossary of Prior Art Terms and Acronyms 
0.019 Application server-One of a class of commer 
cially available Software frameworks for integrating com 
putation into a web server environment. 
0020 Load-balancing router-A router that takes into 
account the effective performance of a Set of computational 
resources when deciding where to route a message. 
0021 N-tier architecture-A Software architecture in 
which computing resources can be layered to any depth. In 
contrast to “3-tier architecture.” 

0022 Namespace name (Namespaces)-AURI uniquely 
identifying a namespace. See Namespaces in XML 
Namespaces. 
0023) Public identifier (SGML)-Globally unique string 
to identify a resource. Could be accompanied by a System 
identifier, which was often a filesystem path on a private 
filesystem. 
0024 Public identifier (XML)-Unique identity string. 
See XML 1.0 XML). 
0.025 Self identity-Identity as self-assigned by an 
object, without the direct assistance of an issuing authority. 
The UUID is a standard created to support the implemen 
tation of self identity. Self identity is needed in situations 
where it is not necessarily possible or appropriate to request 
an identity from an authority. 
0.026 Session-An object representing a cached state to 
optimize an end user's interaction with the System. 
0.027 Synchronization point- The event during which a 
database incorporates information from another database, 
thus instigating replication or updating previously replicated 
information. 

0028 Unique identifier-Any identifier that defines a set 
of rules, that, if followed, guarantee uniqueness. 
0029 XML Extensible Markup Language-A simplified 
form of SGML, the Standard Generalized Markup Lan 
guage, in international documentation Standard. XML is a 
document processing Standard recommended by the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C). 
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0030 XSL Extensible Stylesheet Language-A part of 
the broader XML specification. An XSL document or 
Stylesheet transforms an XML input document to an output 
document, essentially applying element formatting rules. 

0031 XSLT Extensible Stylesheet Language-Transfor 
mation- The transform portion of the broader XSL lan 
guage Specification. 

0032 XPATH-A syntax for describing a node set loca 
tion in an XML document using expressions that consider 
the context in which they appear. 

0033 URI-Uniform Resource Identifier. See RFC2396 
URI). 
0034) UUID-Universally Unique Identifier. A 128-bit 
unique identifier that can be allocated without reference to a 
central authority. From Universal Unique Identifier DCE). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0035. The present invention includes computer-imple 
mented methods for modular programming on distributed 
devices that brings together and extends industry Standards 
in a unique way to create a platform for a class of portable, 
reusable, and interoperable data viewing and modification 
programs that can operate in a distributed, occasionally 
communicating environment, for example where client 
devices are loosely linked to hosts or Servers via a wireleSS 
communications channel. The invention builds on XML and 
related Standards, including, but not limited to, Namespaces 
in XML, XPath, XSL, XSLT, XPointer, XLink, XHTML 
and XML Schema Definitions XSD). 
0036) A complete distributed programming model is 
achieved by enabling declarations of shared or private data 
Storage, declarations of Schema translation, Synchronization 
rules, editing actions, acceSS rules, application packaging, 
label Sets for default interfaces, and registration for distri 
bution and reuse. The invention exploits Schema to enable 
Seamless integration at both data and display levels. An 
application defined for the invention can extend another one 
dynamically, even if neither developer was aware of the 
other application. 

0037 Thus, one important aspect of the invention is a 
computer-implemented, incremental process for executing 
an application Servo in a client device. This proceSS includes 
building a context tree in which each node expresses (by 
reference) a complete current State of the execution process. 
For example, the context node content includes a pointer to 
an element in the Servo execution of which spawned the 
context node, a pointer that identifies a current data context 
by pointing into a Source tree; a reference to a parent 
context, and an ordered, potentially Sparse, list of pointers to 
Zero or more child contexts. 

0038 Another feature of the incremental execution calls 
for the creation of child Spacer nodes in the context tree 
representing unmaterialized child contexts. These can be 
used for certain operations, and estimates, without waiting 
for evaluation of the entire Source tree. In a presently 
preferred embodiment, the context tree is implemented 
using a relative b-tree Structure, and each Spacer is reflected 
in an interior node entry in the relative b-tree Structure to 
facilitate Searching unmaterialized contexts. 
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0039. Another aspect of the invention is a servo definition 
language for defining a distributed application that Supports 
disconnected operation. The language typically includes the 
following types of rules: application data Schema; transfor 
mation rules, transaction handling rules, and interface object 
Specifications. Importantly, the Servo definition language 
can also implement opportunity rules to realize automatic 
extension or integration of Servos through opportunity-based 
linking of an interface component representing an instance 
of a Schema fragment to a template. 
0040. The invention enables developers to rapidly create 
and deploy read-write distributed data interfaces for Systems 
that employ relational databases or have XML interfaces. 
Even when wireless network Service is available, efficient 
use of the network is important for the end-user and/or the 
Service provider (depending on the pricing structure of the 
Service contract). The invention addresses this by allowing 
many actions to be taken without immediate use of the 
network. 

0041 Wireless service is unreliable and often unavailable 
(e.g., in basements, rural areas, and commercial aircraft). 
While it is not possible to access new information when 
Service is not available, the invention makes it possible to 
review recent actions and initiate new actions of common 
types. Further, the present invention enables the develop 
ment of continuously evolving Suites of applications by 
maintaining integration with legacy "servos as new ServOS 
are created and deployed. Users need not be actively 
involved in the distribution process. DeveloperS can focus 
their efforts on individual capabilities rather than frequent 
Systemic overhauls. “Servos' as used herein, roughly analo 
gous to applications, are more precisely defined later. 
0.042 Additional aspects and advantages of this invention 
will be apparent from the following detailed description of 
preferred embodiments thereof, which proceeds with refer 
ence to the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.043 FIG. 1 is a simplified data flow diagram illustrating 
a common batch XSLT transformation process as known in 
prior art. 
0044 FIG. 2 is a simplified data flow diagram illustrating 
interactive Servo execution in accordance with the present 
invention. 

004.5 FIG. 3 is a simplified block diagram of a distrib 
uted System illustrating a deployment of the present inven 
tion in a wireleSS context. 

0.046 FIG. 4A is a code fragment from the asset man 
agement Servo of Appendix B. 

0047 FIG. 4B is sample data in the schema of the asset 
management Servo. 

0.048 FIG. 5A is a multitree diagram illustrating execu 
tion of the servo template of FIG. 4A over the sample data 
of FIG. 4B. 

0049 FIG. 5B is an illustration of a screen display 
generated by the servo template of FIG. 4A. 

0050 FIG. 6 is an illustration of a context node for use 
in incremental processing of a Servo. 
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0051 FIG. 7 is an illustration of an interior socket for use 
in forming a relative b-tree Structure. 
0.052 FIG. 8 is an illustration of an interior whorl for use 
in forming a relative b-tree Structure. 
0053 FIG. 9 is a simplified illustration of a single b-tree 
Structure for use in constructing a context tree. 
0054) Appendix A is a listing of a software description 
language (SDL) schema consistent with the present inven 
tion. 

0055 Appendix B is a sample asset management servo 
expressed in the SDL of Appendix A. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0056. The following terms are used in the present 
description of the invention. Some terms are described in 
this glossary only, while others are explained in more detail 
below. It is provided here as a convenient reference for the 
reader. 

0057 Abstract interface object-An object that provides 
information to an end-user or other Software component. An 
object that offers the ability for an end-user or other software 
component to provide information to the Software System, 
Such as enabling a choice or providing information in 
answer to a particular question. 
0058 Concrete interface object-An interface object rep 
resenting a Specific interface component that interacts with 
a human or another Software component. For example, a 
graphical user interface widget Such as a drop down list. 
0059 Context, interpreter-An object which encodes, 
through its own data and the objects it references, the 
internal State of the interpreter at a specific point of evalu 
ation. This is explained in detail below. Computing 
Server-A Server used to run Servos and reconcile with 
backing Stores and other dataSources. 
0060 Database name-A string that can be used within 
one specific database as a short handle to another specific 
database. 

0061 DataSource-An information resource that imple 
ments the dataSource protocol. DataSources may include 
resident databases managed by the invention, Specific com 
putational resources (Such as applications written using 
other technologies), or gateways to other Internet resources. 
0062 DataSource declaration- The means of specifying 
the existence and addressability of a dataSource. Data 
Sources are commonly registered with the registrar. 
0063 DataSource protocol-A specific protocol for 
accessing information resources. SOAP SOAP is an 
example of a dataSource protocol. 
0064 Default servo-A servo associated by the registrar 
with a Schema to be used in the event that a user encounters 
data in that Schema and has not previously Selected an 
application to use with that Schema. Each Schema has at least 
one default application. Different ServOS may be associated 
with different element and attribute declarations. 

0065 Directory services-A location broker that pro 
vides a navigable index of available Services. 
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0.066 Front-end server-One or more functionally 
equivalent Servers used to proceSS incoming requests and 
route them to appropriate computational resources using 
knowledge about the specific request (the content of the 
packet). A front-end server(s) may be a component of a 
load-balancing router. 

0067 Incident reporting service-A service which tracks 
Subscriptions to events associated with particular resources, 
and informs Subscribers when those events occur. Used most 
commonly to track dependencies between Source databases 
and databases that replicate parts of the Source databases. 
0068 Label-One or more strings or other objects such 
as Sound or imageS associated with an element, attribute, 
model group or other component of Schema that Serve to 
provide identifying information for use in a user interface. 
0069 Location broker-A component of the invention 
that can accept an identifier for a resource and provide 
means to contact that resource. Resources are not necessarily 
local to the broker. 

0070 Opportunity-An association between a unit of 
Schema and a view or other action that can provide a means 
to interact with, modify, or apply an operation to, an instance 
of that same Schema. 

0071 Public identifier The public identifier used by the 
invention. An instance from a managed URL space. Com 
patible by Subset with public identifier (SGML), public 
identifier (XML), URI, namespace name, unique identifier. 
0.072 Public identity-Identity as known to a central 
authority that issues unique identifiers. (For the invention, 
the authority is the registrar and the identifier is the invention 
public identifier.) 
0.073 Registrar The system resource which manages 
the registration of Schema, applications and dataSources. The 
registrar enables reliable identification and data mappings as 
further described below. 

0.074 Schema translator-A Software component that 
converts data of one Specific Schema to data of another 
Specific Schema. 
0075 Servo- The unit of application packaging pro 
vided by the invention. 
0.076 Servo definition language (SDL)-A language in 
which Servos are expressed. 

0.077 Servo transition- The action in which use of one 
application naturally leads to use of another by leveraging 
the common Schema of the underlying data. 

0078 Short identifier-Another term for database name. 
0079 Storage declaration-Declaration of a persistent 
Storage tree. See below. 
0080 Synchronizer-A component of the invention 
which uses transaction definitions, Synchronization point 
identifiers, time Stamps, dataSource declarations and data 
base instance-specific parameters to maintain correct data 
base State acroSS a Set of related databases managed by the 
invention. Also called transaction engine. 
0.081 System identifier-An instance of a UUID used as 
a form of Self identity for resources Such as databases. 
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0082 Task allocator-A service that assigns interactive 
tasks to available computational resources based on Suit 
ability to purpose (server load, access to resources, avail 
ability of cached database or Session state). 
0083 Task scheduler-A component of the invention 
that assigns computational tasks to available computational 
resources based on priority, aging, deadlines, load, etc. 
Typically the tasks handled in this manner are not in 
response to a current user request. 

0084. Transaction engine-Another term for the syn 
chronizer. 

0085 View-A grouping of transformation rules and 
components that define all or part of the interface for a Servo. 
0086 View declaration-Declaration of view-View 
declarations define how the application (servo) interacts 
with the user or another Software component. 
0087 
0088 We refer to an application in accordance with this 
invention as a Servo. More specifically, a Servo is the unit of 
application packaging provided by the invention. A Servo is 
created by “declaring it in accordance with an appropriate 
Servo declaration language. In accordance with a presently 
preferred embodiment of the invention, an XML-based 
Servo Declaration Language (SDL) is provided, portions of 
which are attached as Appendix “A.” Those skilled in the art 
will recognize that other SDLS along Similar lines may be 
used within the Scope of the present invention. Key aspects 
of the SDL will be described in detail below. In practice, a 
developer specifies (or references) an appropriate Schema in 
the SDL and then specifies (declares) a desired application, 
or Servo, consistent with that Schema. The Schema definition 
language may use a markup language-like Syntax, Such as 
XML. A Sample Servo, discussed in detail later, is shown in 
Appendix "B. Another important aspect of the present 
invention is an incremental process for interpreting or 
executing an application servo in a client device (or a 
Server). This process is described in detail later. 

Introduction to Servos 

0089 All other things being equal, the less information 
the author of a Software application needs to provide, the 
less time the author will need to spend to create and maintain 
the application. The present invention provides a concise 
way to declare distributed data management applications. 
The experience provided to the end-users is created by 
Selectively combining Servos, which may be created by 
different authors, and interpreting them on differing plat 
forms. This process is assisted by keeping the quantity of 
Specification provided by the developer to a minimum. 
Platform independence is achieved through a minimal plat 
form independent application definition, Supplemented by 
platform Specific transformations where the defaults are not 
adequate to address the goals of the application author. 
0090. As noted above, the present servo definition lan 
guage (SDL) is an XML-based language in which servos are 
expressed. The XSL vocabulary is referenced by the SDL 
schema. This enables developers who are familiar with XSL 
to make use of their experience and allows Some of the 
experience gained developing Servos to be used in other 
COnteXtS. 

0091 Information about a particular session environment 
can be made available (Subject to Security restrictions) for 
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reference by SDL through a specially named input tree. 
Session environment information can include, but is not 
limited to, the physical location of the mobile user, identi 
fication of client hardware, quantification of available 
resources, and Status of communication channel. 

0092) Application data is available (subject to security 
restrictions) for reference in SDL as individually named 
input trees, using the names from Storage declarations fur 
ther described below. These stores can be referenced as 
variables. Each characteristic of a Servo preferably may be 
identified as overridable or not. This enables or disables 
user-specific customization. A simplified diagram of data 
flow is shown in FIG. 2. 

0.093 Consistent with a presently preferred embodiment, 
Servos, data, and protocol (including queries and query 
results) are all represented in XML. For any computational 
task, the inputs, the outputs, and the instructions preferably 
are all expressed using XML. Since XML is simple and 
compact to transport, this computational model makes it 
Simple to deploy more hardware to handle loads. This 
includes the opportunity to utilize thousands of Servers as 
well as the opportunity to move computation to “Smart' 
(invention-enabled) clients when appropriate. It also pro 
vides the means to transparently shift the underlying data 
base mechanisms to Suit the different performance charac 
teristics of different stores. 

0094) Further, the present invention can be said to imple 
ment “n-tier architecture'-a Software architecture in which 
computing resources can be layered to any depth. The 
architecture allows independent information Sources over a 
vast Scale to be accessed through a single interface. Rich 
Schema and interSchema translation Services enable infor 
mation to flow across the layer boundaries without loss of 
context as further explained below. 

0.095 Several specific features of a servo declaration are 
described in detail below. First, we provide some context by 
illustrating at a simplified high level an illustrative deploy 
ment of the invention, followed by a Simple Servo example. 
The Sample office asset database application will then be 
used to illustrate incremental execution of Servos and the 
execution context tree construct. 

0096) 
0097. In FIG. 3, a server environment 300 is shown as 
currently Supporting two mobile users, Alice and Juan. A 
Synchronizer component 310 communicates with a corre 
sponding mobile Synchronizer 326 on Alice's mobile unit, 
such as a Palm Pilot or other PDA 322. Similarly, Juan's 
pocket PC 342 includes a synchronizer component 346. 
Alice's PDA 322 includes local storage or data cache 324 
where Schema, rules (servos) and data are stored. A replica 
320 of Alice's storage is shown on the server 300. In 
operation on Alice's PDA device, an interpreter 328 
executes Selected Servos, interacting with data and with the 
PDA user interface. Data in the local storage 324 is syn 
chronized with the replica data 320 on the server via the 
Synchronizer components, as explained in detail later. 

Illustrative Deployment 

0098. The local data cache provides the local storage for 
the Synchronization engine described below. It facilitates the 
Sharing of data acroSS applications and provides Support for 
disconnected operation. For example, an application man 
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aging purchase order information can integrate Seamlessly 
with an application managing customer information, creat 
ing a unified view. 

0099 Another aspect of the local data cache is the ability 
to provide a unified interface to shared as well as personal 
data Sources. Applications provide views that can join indi 
vidual data, Shared data, and group data. The Synchroniza 
tion engines on the client and the Server manage all this data. 
The local data cache in a presently preferred embodiment 
includes indexing So as to enable efficient random access to 
local data. 

0100 Juan's pocket PC 324 similarly includes Juan's 
local Storage 344, including data, Schema and rules (servos). 
An interpreter 348 on Juan's pocket PC executes selected 
Servos, interacting with locally Stored data and the MicroSoft 
Windows user interface, supported by the Windows CEOR) or 
Similar operating System. AS before, Juan's Storage has a 
replica 340 on the server 300 with which the mobile unit is 
synchronized. The pocket PC is an example of a “rich client” 
that would typically include, in addition to the operating 
System Software, a Synchronization engine and a display 
engine. 

0101 The display engine's primary purpose is to trans 
late interface object specifications onto the display of the 
wireleSS device, providing a layer of abstraction between the 
code and the device operating System. This component 
allows application developers to create applications that can 
run on multiple device-types in ways that optimize the user 
interface for each device. 

0102) Actions normally handled using multiple windows 
on a desktop computer, become possible using a single view 
on a Small Screen, enabling dissimilar applications to work 
together without modification. This important flexibility 
enables System developerS to be more responsive than ever 
to the constantly changing needs of their clients. 

0103) The display engine features preferably include: 

0104. A unique class of concrete interface objects to 
assist users making Selections from large databases. 

0105 The Suite of standard device interface 
objects-tables, pick lists, buttons, etc. 

0106. A generic pop-up window Supporting all UI 
and data types available on the platform described 
herein. 

0107 The ability to bind a UI element to a piece of 
data without needing to track changes backwards and 
forwards. 

0108. The transaction engine (or “synchronizer”) 346 
addresses the challenges facing users of wireleSS Solutions 
when disconnection occurs. Traditionally, productivity 
grinds to a halt. Here, the transaction engine provides 
SeamleSS operation-regardless of connected State-to the 
user, enabling continuous productivity. Additionally, this 
feature enables the user to work asynchronously, in other 
words, every user action does not require communication 
with the Server. This significantly enhances application 
performance. 
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0109 The synchronization engine preferably includes the 
following features: 

0110 Transactional Support-store, forward, and full 
rollback with Supporting UI components for han 
dling related events. 

0111 Event synchronization control-a full suite of 
controls enabling developers to determine when and 
how Synchronization occurs, including priority for 
individual transactions and classes of data. 

0112 Background updating-allows the server to 9. p 9. 
push information to the client transparently. 

0113) Referring again to FIG. 3, Juan also has a WAP 
phone 350 that can communicate with the server 300 via a 
WAP Gateway 352. Another interpreter instance 356 is 
deployed in the server 300 to execute servos selected by 
Juan via the WAP phone, and interact with him via the WAP 
user interface 354. This illustrates a “thin client” deployment 
where the interpreter is deployed on the Server rather than 
the client side. Wireless handheld data devices divide into 
two major categories: rich clients and thin clients. Rich 
clients have local Storage capabilities as well as processing 
power. Thin clients essentially only have the ability to 
display data. 
0114. The present invention works for both environ 
ments. On rich clients, the client-side code resides on the 
device itself. On thin clients, the client code runs in the 
Server environment as a virtual client and communicates 
with the device using available protocols. Offline function 
ality is not available with thin devices, but they access the 
data in the same manner. Nonetheless, the present architec 
ture provides a consistent development environment for both 
types of clients by running the XML-based interpreter, XML 
Storage interface, and Synchronization protocols in a virtual 
client module residing on the Server. 
0115 Server environment 300 also includes a registrar 
Service 330 where each user's rules and Schema are regis 
tered, as explained in greater detail later. The registrar is a 
component Storing the user applications or "servos' as well 
as managing the deployment and updating of new versions. 
It also is where data Schema are registered, enabling the 
Seamless migration from one application version to the next 
and enabling a SeamleSS mechanism for dynamically rolling 
out new functionality to client devices. This enables the 
developer to create a persistent richness of applications over 
time, and able to manage the multiple versions within an 
organization. 

0116. On the backside, the server environment is coupled 
to a legacy relational database 390, by virtue of an integra 
tion toolkit 388. Another synchronizer element 370 synchro 
nizes data between the replica storage 320, 340 and the 
external database 390. The synchronizer 370 can also utilize 
other XML Services 380. The server environment 300 fur 
ther includes a group Storage element 392 including Schema, 
ServOS and data. 

0117 Finally, the server includes a server side synchro 
nizer 310. The server synchronizer is the server's counter 
part to the client Synchronizer. Its main function is to Speak 
not only to the clients, but also to the backend databases. The 
Server Synchronizer includes the following features in a 
presently preferred embodiment: 
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0118 Client synchronization-provides synchroni 
Zation Services with a myriad of devices and handles 
data collision, Store, forward, and roll-back. 

0119 Backup and restore of local client data 
allows users to use any handheld device and still 
retain both personal Settings and local cache. 

0120 Interface with backend database-handles the 
transactions with the backend databases ensure data 
integrity throughout the System. 

0121 Transactional Services-manages changes in 
data and ensures data integrity between clients and 
Servers in the event connectivity is lost during the 
transmission of data. 

0122). In operation, a typical life cycle of a request from 
a mobile unit is handled as follows. An incoming request 
first Sees a load-balancing router that parcels requests out to 
front end servers. This is part of the “server environment” of 
FIG. 3. Once received by a front-end server, the URL is 
analyzed by a task allocator to determine an appropriate 
computational resource. The allocator uses a location broker 
to determine what servers are involved (responses may be 
cached for performance) and a performance monitor to 
assess the availability of the resources. 

0123. Once received by a computing server, the request is 
Sent to an interpreter instance for decoding. If there is 
already an active instance for the user's Session, a reference 
to it is obtained from the Session object and the request is 
Sent to that instance. If not, a new instance is created and the 
request is Sent to the new interpreter instance. These objects 
are not shown in FIG. 3 as it is primarily a data flow 
diagram. At this point, further processing is dependent on 
the nature of the request. 

0.124 We define a computing server as a server used to 
run Servos and reconcile with backing Stores and other 
dataSources. An application Server is one of a class of 
commercially available Software frameworks for integrating 
computation into a web server environment. And a "session' 
as used herein refers to an object representing cached State 
So as to optimize an end user's interaction with the System. 
These objects are not shown in FIG. 3 as it is primarily a 
data flow diagram. 

0.125. At this point, further processing is dependent on 
the nature of the request. If the request involves accessing 
data that resides in another database managed by the present 
System, a messaging Service is used to post the request. The 
messaging Service will use the location broker to determine 
where to Send the message that has been addressed using a 
platform public identifier. Public identifiers in this context 
are URLS for resources assigned through the authority of the 
registrar. 

0.126 If the request involves accessing information from 
an external HTML source, the process is similar to above, 
except that the object that receives the message is not a 
database, but an adapter that knows how to post an appro 
priate request (or set of requests) to the web and convert the 
result into XML. (Portably written adapters that do not rely 
on cached State can be run anywhere, So the messaging 
System can choose to resolve the request in the current 
address space.) 
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0127. If the request involves accessing data local to the 
user's database that has been replicated from elsewhere, a 
Synchronization log is checked to see if the database is 
within the grace period allowed by the declaration of the 
dataSource. (These services are further described later.) If So, 
the replicated data is used without further investigation. If 
the database is out of date, a request is sent to the dataSource 
directly using the messaging Service. The dataSource 
responds with the Synchronization packets required to 
update the local database. The update is performed and then 
the original request is processed. 
0128 A Simple Servo Example: The Office Asset Data 
base Application 
0129 FIG. 4A shows a simple example of a servo 
template which would typically appear as part of a Servo 
declaration. FIG. 4B is a database fragment associated with 
the servo template of FIG. 4A. Each line of code in the 
drawing is numbered at the left side (400-419 in FIG. 4A, 
420-434 in FIG. 4B). These numbers are provided for 
reference in this description, they are not part of a Sample 
code. Referring now to FIG. 4A, the Xsl: template declara 
tion defines the corresponding fragment of data Schema, in 
other words the associated data type, by reference to the 
“wh:obj' element. Line 402 borrows the standard html tag 
for defining a division of the output resulting from this 
execution. In line 404, the html:span element employs the 
XSl"value-of instruction, generally used to generate output, 
with the attribute select = (obard. This is the XPATH 
formulation to obtain value of the bard element of the 
database object. Referring to FIG. 4B, the first object in line 
422 has the bard value equal to 271. Consequently, 
execution of this servo will output the number 271 as 
illustrated in FIG. 5B. 

0130 Referring again to FIG. 4A, line 406 asserts an edit 
instruction from the "ts' Schema, with a matching criterion 
(“select”) of the description element ("desc”) of the same 
database. (“ts” alludes to ThinkShare, assignee of the 
present application.) The edit instruction is defined in the 
Schema of Appendix A. It provides for display of an editable 
field in the user interface. In this case, it operates on the 
description element of the database, which appears in FIG. 
4B at line 424 having the string value “black metal cabinet.” 
Accordingly, the String "black metal cabinet' is displayed on 
the user interface as shown in FIG. 5B. 

0131 The <ts:expandable> and <ts: hideable> elements 
are described in detail in Appendix 'A'. The remaining lines 
of code in FIG. 4A are merely closing tags. 
0132) Returning to FIG. 4B, a first object is described in 
lines 422-426 and second object is described in lines 428 
432. The second object is shown at line 428 as having a 
bard attribute value of 259 and last attribute value of 
271, the latter being a pointer to the previous object. The 
second element 259 has a description “top shelf which is 
then displayed as shown in FIG. 5B, by virtue of the 
apply-templates instruction shown at line 412 of FIG. 4A. 
The XSl:apply-templates element Selects a Set of nodes in the 
input tree, and processes each of them individually by 
finding a matching template rule for that node. The Set of 
nodes is determined the Select attribute, as noted, which is an 
XPATH expression that returns a node set. The key used in 
this expression is a persistent one declared as part of the 
SCWO. 
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0.133 FIG. 5A is a portion of an interpretation multitree 
illustrating operation of the servo template of FIG. 5A on 
the database fragment of FIG. 4B. This is an abstraction of 
the context records created during the incremental process of 
executing an application Servo. FIG. 5A includes essentially 
two related tree Structures—the Servo execution tree and the 
output or geometry tree. The execution tree comprises the 
circles, for example, the root node circle 500, while the 
geometry tree comprises the squares in FIG. 5A. With 
respect to the execution tree, each circle corresponds to a 
“context” which in turn reflects a specific state of the 
execution process. The tree begins at the root node 500 
which identifies the template corresponding to FIG. 4A. 
0.134 FIG. 6 is a simplified illustration of a single 
context node (corresponding to one of the Small circles in 
FIG. 5A). Each context node includes an interpretation tree 
parent pointer, an interpretation tree root, a geometry tree 
parent pointer, geometry tree root pointer, and additional 
context information as described below. Later, we describe 
the use of “spacers' as a proxy for a plurality of unmateri 
alized context nodes, and a relative b-tree Structure for 
encoding the interpreter context tree. First, we further 
explain important elements of the Servo language. 
0135 Schema Declarations 
0.136 The principal types of declarations are: 

0137) Schema 
0138 Labels 
0139) Abstract interface objects 
0140 Storage declarations 
0141 Concrete interface objects 
0.142 Abstract interface objects 

0143. The currently preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion uses XML Schema Definitions as the core vocabulary 
for defining Schemas. In principle, other means of specifying 
Schema can be used. In addition, the invention provides 
enhancements, discussed later, which enhance the useful 
neSS of Schema in the context of the invention. 

0144. One such schema enhancement is called a “label.” 
Here, a label is one or more Strings or other objects Such as 
Sound or images associated with an element, attribute, model 
group or other component of Schema that provides identi 
fying information for use in a user interface. 
0.145) Objects declarable as labels include, but are not 
limited to: 

0146 Strings representing natural language 
0147 bitmap or vector graphics 
0.148 voice recordings 
0149 other sounds, specified by any means 

0150 Textual labels of various lengths and languages can 
be provided by a Servo author using the example Syntax 
provided in Appendix A. Shorter Strings can be used as 
abbreviated labels, longer Strings or element Subtrees as 
descriptions or documentation providing user assistance. 
Labels are accessible to Servo authors through an additional 
XPath axis or an element vocabulary within the schema axis. 
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Labels are particularly useful for creating ServOS that must 
deal with a large number of different languages and/or 
Schemata. 

0151. Additionally, certain abstract interface objects pro 
Vided by the invention make use of labels to generate user 
interface objects based on the language context without need 
for explicit reference to labels via XPath. For example, the 
< > element in the Sample Syntax provided in Appendix A 
specifies a labeled editable field, without need to explicitly 
reference the label. Other abstract interface objects can make 
implicit use of labels, including, but not limited to: 

0152) 
0153 
0154 voice prompts 

tables with headings 
toolbars containing icons representing actions 

0155 Storage Declarations 
0156 Astorage declaration is the means by which a servo 
author reserves named persistent Storage for use by the 
application and any other Servos that may be authorized to 
access the data. Storage declarations define a locally Scoped 
name for a persistent Storage tree, and Specify the Schema to 
which the Storage tree must comply. Note this refers to a data 
Schema, not a Servo declaration Schema. An example of a 
Storage declaration is shown in Appendix "B.' 
0157. The lifetime of external data varies. Old stock 
quotes (complete with time Stamps) have unlimited shelf 
life, but little utility to the individual who wants only the 
latest quote available. Weather forecasts may be updated 
Several times a day, weather observations Several times an 
hour. Personalized recommendations from a commerce Site 
may not need to be updated more than a couple times a 
week. For these reasons, the author can declare the lifetime 
of data obtained from a given Source. The lifetime may vary 
for different elements of the schema. 

0158 Collaborative datasources, such as a shared shop 
ping list, may require a Synchronization check each time 
they are accessed. The author declaring the Storage can also 
declare the form of acceptable queries and the corresponding 
query results. An illustrative example of a Storage declara 
tion schema is shown within the schema of Appendix “A.” 
0159 Specifying Concrete Interface Objects 
0160 A concrete interface object is an interface object 
representing a Specific object which interacts with a human 
or another Software component. Some representative con 
crete interface objects include, but are not limited to: 

0161) 1. an editable text field 
0162 2. a voice prompt answerable with a voice 
response 

0163. 3. an XML message sent to another sub 
System, answerable by an XML response message 

0164. 4. a one-of-n choice presented as radio buttons 
in a graphical user interface 

0.165 5. a one-of-n choice represented as a pull 
down or pop-up menu in a graphical user interface 

0166 6. a one-of-n choice presented as voice 
prompt offering choices that can be made by typing 
keys on a telephone or other device 
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0167 7. a paragraph element (“p”) in XHTML 
0168 8. an XSL formatting object 

0169. A graphical user interface specified by the inven 
tion can use elements from a number of Vocabularies, 
including XHTML, XSL. In particular, the common user 
interface elements, including, but not limited to forms, 
buttons, menus, editable fields and tables may be specified 
using any number of Vocabularies. In addition to common 
graphical user interface objects, the invention provides for 
use of concrete interface elements that provide Structural 
Views of information. For example, the invention provides 
concrete interface objects that expand to display additional 
concrete interface objects in response to user commands. 
These devices are particularly useful when combined with 
opportunities, described below. The combination of these 
interface devices with the method of “view declaration” 
provides particular advantage to users of handheld devices 
with Small displayS. 
0170 Specifying Abstract Interface Objects 
0171 Recall that an abstract interface object is an object 
that provides information to an end-user or other Software 
component. An abstract interface object can be used to 
enable an end-user or other Software component to provide 
information to the Software System, Such as enabling a 
choice or providing information in answer to a particular 
question. The invention enables developerS to specify a user 
interface or Software interface using abstract interface 
objects that are independent of the Specific concrete inter 
face object that may be used when the specification is 
interpreted, for example when a Servo is executed, in the 
context of a particular device or System. 
0172 Example abstract interface objects include, but are 
not limited to: 

0173 choice of 1 of n options 
0.174 choice of m of n options 
0.175 ability to specify a value for a specific 
instance of an object defined by Schema, providing 
the current value as an option 

0176 progressive disclosure of means to specify 
information 

0177 a group consisting of other abstract interface 
objects 

0.178 Specification of an interface using abstract inter 
face objects is preferred over concrete interface objects 
because it enhances the portability of the interface thus 
defined. 

0179 Specifying Views 
0180 Recall from the glossary that a view is essentially 
a Selected grouping of transformation rules and components 
that define all or part of the interface for a servo. It is 
implemented by a view declaration. View declarations 
define how the application interacts with the user or another 
Software component. See Appendix 'A'. 
0181. The declaration of views uses the XSLT vocabulary 
combined with extensions. The XSLT input trees correspond 
to declared data Storage areas, and the output tree is a 
specification of the interactive user interface. XSLT provides 
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a mostly declarative vocabulary for transformation. The 
invention allows the input tree to be modified as a conse 
quence of transformation, as described in Specifying data 
modification. Use of the XSLT vocabulary does not imply a. 
batch process for transformation. The invention uses the 
Vocabulary to specify an interface that changes dynamically 
as the preconditions of transformation change. This proceSS 
is described in the Interpreting ServOS Section. 
0182 Example extensions include, but are not limited to 
the following elements, as illustrated in the Schemas which 
accompany this document as Appendix “A”: 

0183) 
0.184 use of variables, available to XPath, which 
identify input trees corresponding to Storage decla 
rations 

0185 an additional XPath axis providing access to 
Schema information corresponding to the addressed 
data 

0186 an additional XPath axis providing access to 
origin and change history of the addressed data 

0187 an additional XPath axis providing access to 
opportunities (as defined below) associated with the 
addressed data 

the <viewed element 

0188 Operation of such extension is described in the 
interpreting Servos Section. 
0189 Specifying Opportunities 
0190. Recall that an opportunity is an association 
between a unit of Schema and a view that can provide a 
means to interact with, modify, or apply an operation to, an 
instance of that same Schema. Opportunities thus allow 
Servo authors to declare Schema fragments for which the 
Servo can provide alternative views or Special actions. 
0191 For example, any number of applications can reg 
ister the fact that they provide actions that can be performed 
on the address element of a particular Schema. These actions 
might include indicating which Side of the Street the address 
is on, providing latitude/longitude coordinates for the 
address, providing driving directions from the current loca 
tion, providing distance from current location, providing a 
map of the area, etc. These actions are available to users of 
applications that display data encoded in the target Schema 
element. This is done both by allowing these templates or 
views to be called directly and by run-time discovery of 
options and display of those options to end-users of the 
SCWOS. 

0.192 Opportunities associated with objects are available 
to XPath expressions as functions and/or variables. This 
enables Servo authors to discover opportunities at run time. 
0193 The invention can also be configured so that the 
declaration of an opportunity results in the opportunity being 
listed with certain abstract interface objects So that choices 
are presented to the user when the user is interacting with the 
object, regardless of what Servo is being employed. 
0194 Operation of servos can be further illustrated with 
the following electronic commerce example. The kind of 
information that consumerS may keep in databases managed 
by the invention can be extremely useful in predicting future 
purchases. For example, a list of “movies I want to See' can 
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be interpreted as a list of “movies I want to buy.” Any 
number of commerce ServOS can be introduced into a 
pre-existing Set of Servos, and be readily accessed from 
Views of those ServOS by making use of opportunities 
declared by those ServOS. 
0.195 Take for example a servo “A” that manages a 
personal library, and reading list. The Schema for the per 
Sonal library contains various views of book metadata which 
utilize a Schema that includes a <book> element that has an 
ISBN attribute. A servo can be added which declares one or 
more opportunities associated with the <book> element, and 
offers a means to Submit and track orders to one or more 
book Suppliers. Additional ServOS can be added to track all 
outstanding orders and to provide Status information from 
various carriers. 

0196. A servo can be used with a datasource that main 
tains user preferences and makes recommendations, Such as 
is found at moviecritic.com or amazon.com. Such a Servo 
can maintain a client Side list of movie ratings that are 
reconciled with ratings found by crawling the Site using the 
user's authentication credentials. When used in combination 
with ServOS oriented at purchasing or viewing products, the 
end-user is able to use multiple rating engines with the same 
Set of ratings, and any Set of purchasing SerVOS. Thus, the 
invention can be used to help create electronic markets. 
0197). Other Types of Servo Declarations 
0198 Consistent with the presently preferred embodi 
ment, operations that must be performed as a transaction are 
enclosed in transaction tags in the context in which they are 
defined. Operations not So grouped are processed individu 
ally. Transactions can be nested. Editing actions are speci 
fied using an XML Vocabulary that coverS operations that 
can be performed on an XML tree, Such as the editing 
actions supported by the W3C Document Object Model. 
0199 Specify Access Control 
0200. The sample schema given in Appendix “A” pro 
vides an example of an acceSS control model. The invention 
can be used with any number of access control models. 
Access control can be based on your role in a community, 
the Specific data-types you are modifying, their context in 
the database and the control attributes on those objects or 
their closest container having Such control attributes. 
0201 Structure of Databases Managed by the Invention 
0202) The preferred embodiment of the invention uses a 
native XML database with persistent, incrementally updated 
indices. Alternative database representations can include a 
Simple XML file parsed and loaded at application Startup, as 
well as a relational database. 

0203 The logical structure of the database is described 
here as if it were represented in XML, although other 
persistent representations are preferred, as explained above. 
Within each database are regions, which can contain, among 
other data: 

0204 identification information for the database 
0205 declarations identifying other databases 

0206 servos installed in the database 
0207 named storage regions associated with servos 
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0208 a transaction log with all changes encoded in 
XML, including the operations required to back out 
each transaction. 

0209 Example schema for a database is given in Appen 
dix “A.” This description applies to both local Storage and 
server replica storage (see FIG. 3). 
0210 Process of Interpreting Servos 
0211 Servos are distributed on request or by pushing the 
servo definition into the offline store. The servos preferably 
are Stored in parsed form. Alternatively, Servos can be Stored 
as unparsed XML. Alternatively, Servos can be Stored and 
distributed in a compiled form, Such as would be used on a 
Virtual machine, or actual machine code. Storing the Servo as 
the data is Stored enables the same tools to be used for 
Storing, indexing, accessing, transporting, Synchronizing 
and transforming the Servos. However, compiled represen 
tations can be used to achieve better performance and/or 
Smaller size. Byte code or machine code representations can 
also be translated on device from unparsed XML or parsed 
XML forms and cached locally to improve performance. 
The invention is described here in terms of the parsed 
representation option. The incremental interpretation pro 
cess described below applies to XSLT transforms as well as 
Servo definitions. The interpretation proceSS requires first 
understanding the concept of “context in greater detail. 
0212 Details of Context Content 
0213 Basically, an interpreter context is an object which 
encodes, through its own data and the objects it references, 
the internal State of the interpreter at a Specific point of 
evaluation. 

0214. The component that performs the incremental 
transformation is called the transformer. The internal state of 
the transformer is organized into records, here called con 
texts. Each context specifies the evaluation State of the 
transformer at a specific point in the transformation process. 
Each context node can include at least the following content: 

0215 1. A pointer to an element within the servo 
template, XSLT stylesheet, or a node within an 
abstract Syntax tree of an XPath expression con 
tained in the transform. This serves as a program 
counter. This representation can be XSLT Source, a 
parsed XSLT transform or a further compiled repre 
sentation Such as instructions in an XSLT virtual 
machine or hardware machine code. 

0216 2. A pointer that identifies the data context. It 
is a pointer into a Source tree, or a result tree 
fragment. 

0217 3. An ordered list of Zero or more contexts that 
provide a symbol Space for the context. Intermediate 
contexts in the tree that do not introduce Symbols 
may be skipped. 

0218 4. A reference to a parent context. 
0219) 5. An ordered, potentially sparse, list of point 
ers to Zero or more child contexts. In the preferred 
embodiment, these child contexts are contained in a 
data Structure that encodes the relative order of 
materialized contexts, including the ability to encode 
unmaterialized regions of unknown size. An example 
of Such a data structure is a b-tree in which materi 
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alized contexts and objects representing regions of 
unmaterialized contexts are maintained in order. This 
b-tree structure is further described below. 

0220 6. Definitions for symbols introduced by the 
context. Such Symbols include variable declarations, 
parameter declarations, template declarations, view 
declarations, and data declarations. Contexts prefer 
ably encode the differences from the symbol context 
inherited from their parent(s). This includes decla 
rations of variables and templates. Thus each con 
text, through use of its parents, represents a complete 
XSLT processor state. 

0221 7. In the preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion, the transformer contexts also encode the current 
Synchronization State. 

0222 8. Further, contexts can reference cache result 
trees, along with Signatures of the types of changes 
that would invalidate the cached results. These result 
trees can represent components of a user interface. 

0223) b-tree Structure and Spacer Operations 
0224 Unmaterialized regions can be of known length or 
unknown length. Unmaterialized regions of known length 
encode the length of the region as a count of missing 
contexts. This is called a Spacer in the context of the 
execution tree. Unmaterialized regions of unknown length 
are distinctly marked and include an estimate of the number 
of missing contexts. When there is no basis for a better 
estimate, a predefined constant is used. 
0225 AS mentioned earlier, a spacer can be used as a 
proxy for a plurality of contexts. There is an obvious Savings 
from not creating context nodes that may never be needed. 
We leverage the b-tree Structure to implement Spacers. In a 
presently preferred configuration, we make use of the inte 
rior b-tree nodes, which are called interior whorls in FIG. 8, 
to Stand in for the unmaterialized context or contexts. That's 
done within the interior Socket structure as described with 
reference to FIG. 7, as part of an interior whorl, setting 
Selected bits and, instead of having a pointer down to a 
context, use that same Storage to indicate that the context is 
unmaterialized (which is to say it doesn't actually exist) and 
to indicate the number of unmaterialized objects that corre 
spond to that object, as well as estimates for metricS Such as 
the sum of Y span element (b) in FIG. 7. 
0226. Also, at each level of the b-tree of FIG. 9, there are 
a set of flags which are used for a number of different 
purposes. Specifically, these can include flags that are 
Searched for as part of the Search criteria in the execution 
algorithm. Among them is a flag that indicates whether there 
is unmaterialized context (spacer) present. The Search cri 
teria of the algorithm can quickly investigate whether there 
is a context that needs processing, or it can Search at the 
same time for unmaterialized contexts. (An unmaterialized 
context can be thought of as a context that needs a lot of 
processing. It doesn’t even exist yet.) 
0227. When first processing an instruction that contains 
child instructions, an unmaterialized region (represented by 
a spacer) is created to correspond to all of the child instruc 
tions. Searching for unmaterialized regions is the primary 
mechanism that draws the process forward and causes new 
contexts to be created. Here the term “region” refers to a 
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fragment of the geometry tree, corresponding to a region of 
user interface, for example a portion of a Screen display. 

0228. Once an unmaterialized region is found that satis 
fies a given Set of criteria, for example whether it is 
on-Screen, the interpreter can “carve off a piece, at one of 
the ends or in the middle, creating a new Spacer or adjusting 
the existing Spacer as required to accommodate a new 
context node. 

0229. In a presently preferred embodiment, the context 
tree is implemented using a relative b-tree configuration. 
FIG. 7 illustrates a single interior relative b-tree node entry. 
Each entry in the interior nodes of the b-tree contains a value 
that is the Sum of the lengths (including materialized con 
texts, unmaterialized regions of known length and unmate 
rialized regions of estimated length), and a flag indicating 
whether estimated lengths were included in the Sum. These 
values are paired with a pointer to the corresponding child 
node in the b-tree. 

0230 Referring to FIG. 7, the interior socket 700 
includes (a) the Sum of number of context node children, 
transitive over interior whorls, but not beyond the first level 
of context nodes. Second, element (b) contains the Sum of y 
span, transitive over all levels below. The next element (c) 
comprises flags, including the union of all flags below. And 
finally, element (d) is a pointer to the child (context node or 
interior whorl) or cached information about unmaterialized 
object. 

0231 FIG. 8 illustrates an interior whorl of the b-tree 
800. In this interior node, each column 802, 804, 806 defines 
an interior Socket as described with reference to FIG. 7. 
FIG. 9 is an illustration of a portion of the interpretation 
tree. It includes a parent node 900 and plurality of child 
nodes, for example, 902 and 904. The relative b-tree imple 
ments interior sockets 910, 912 and 914. In this system, each 
Wt node can be parented Separately by an interpretation 
parent and a geometric parent. In turn, each node can 
Separately parent an interpretation tree and a geometry tree. 

0232. Additional fields can also be included in the b-tree 
node entries to track other linear values Such as the y-axis of 
an image Space that can be mapped to a graphical display. 
For example, this can correspond to the height of a PDA 
Screen display. This data Structure enables contexts to be 
materialized incrementally. Relative addressing can be per 
formed in logarithmic time within spans of the tree that do 
not contain unmaterialized regions of unknown size by 
walking the tree Structure in the usual manner of traversing 
a relative b-tree. Similarly, absolute addressing can be 
performed in logarithmic time up to the occurrence of the 
first unmaterialized region of unknown size. Estimates 
derived from this data Structure can be used to Satisfy Scroll 
car sizing requirements of graphical user interfaces. In short, 
use of this data structure Supports an incremental execution 
process that enables immediate output to the mobile (or 
local) user regardless of the actual database size. 
0233 Contexts are evaluated by performing the operation 
implied by the instruction addressed by the program counter 
and reflecting the result in a context. The details of the 
evaluation depend on the Specific instruction. Evaluation 
actions include, but are not limited to the following: 
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0234 Variable and parameter declarations introduce 
symbols 

0235 Literal elements copy themselves to the out 
put tree 

0236 Concrete interface objects are passed on to the 
user interface Subsystem 

0237 Abstract interface objects are mapped to con 
crete interface objects using platform-specific rules 

0238 Control constructs such as <XSl:if> determine 
which Subtrees are processed further. 

0239) Creating a spacer to correspond to all child 
instructions. 

0240 Several techniques can be used to encode the types 
of change that could require that a context be reprocessed. 
Some optimizing space, Some optimizing the amount of 
unnecessary computation that is performed due to false 
positives. 

0241. A context may express dependency on 
instances of a specific Schema component. For 
example, an interpreter context which references an 
XSLT statement including an XPath query that 
depends on the value of “y” attributes on “X” ele 
ments could register interest in any changes to values 
of “y” attributes on “X” elements (including the 
addition or deletion of “X” elements having “y 
attributes). 

0242) Dependency on Source trees can be general 
ized to an XPath expression identifying nodes whose 
change would require reprocessing. Such an expres 
sion can be derived from XPath expressions in the 
Stylesheet element addressed by the program 
COunter. 

0243 An interpreter context whose processing 
result depends only on its ancestors and the value of 
a single element or attribute instance can register an 
interest in that element or attribute instance. 

0244 All contexts express dependency on XSLT 
Stylesheet content through their program counter. 

0245 Contexts are marked “unverified” when state they 
depend on has changed. When a context is marked unveri 
fied its ancestor contexts are flagged as having unverified 
contexts below. This can be used to rapidly search the 
context tree(s) from the root(s) for contexts that need to be 
reprocessed. 

0246 When an unverified context is selected for process 
ing Several techniques can be used: 

0247 The context can be evaluated, as if for the first 
time, in its current context. The result of the evalu 
ation is then compared to the previous value. 

0248. The change log can be examined to determine 
the precise nature of the differences. In Some cases 
(false positives) these differences can be determined 
to not affect the result. 

0249. The change log can be examined to determine 
a corresponding change to the output tree. For 
example, consider a query returning a Somewhat 
different set of nodes. Nodes in only the new set must 
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have corresponding contexts created. Nodes in only 
the old Set must have their corresponding contexts 
deleted. 

0250 In each case, if the context has an identical effect to 
its previous evaluation, no changes need to be made to the 
output tree, and no child contexts need to be marked as 
unverified as a result of the evaluation. If the result of 
reprocessing is different than the previous processing, any 
child contexts that could be affected by the difference are 
marked unverified. 

0251 The choice of what context to process is driven by 
Specific objectives of the Software component requesting the 
transformation. These objectives can include: 

0252) The need to fill the visible portions of a 
formatting object with content. 

0253) The need to satisfy a request for data that is 
the object of a Schema translation. 

0254 Processing to prepare the system to respond 
quickly to likely user action. 

0255 In order to effectively manage limited resources the 
processor can release contexts and associated fragments of 
the result tree. Release objectives can be set to work within 
a Specific memory quota. The invention chooses contexts for 
release by Scoring on the following criteria: 

0256 Contexts nearer the interior of the tree are 
preserved over contexts near the leaves of the con 
teXt treeS. 

0257 Contexts which required substantial compu 
tation on previous evaluation are preserved over 
contexts which required little computation. 

0258 Contexts which are responsible for less 
memory are favored over contexts which use more 
memory. 

0259 Contexts which carry decorations of the 
Source or result trees are maintained as long as 
possible. 

0260. Other Features and Advantages of the Invention 
0261) The present system preferably validates data modi 
fication by rejecting editing transactions that Violate data 
Schema constraints. The entire effect of a transaction should 
be considered when validating Schema constraints, although 
individual actions that make up a transaction need not yield 
valid intermediate results. In particular, the net result of a 
transaction must leave attribute values that match their 
declared type, and element Structure that matches declared 
content models. The existence or absence of attributes 
should also be consistent with the corresponding element 
declarations. 

0262 The present system also rejects transactions that 
would violate access control constraints (described below) 
and transactions that would violate data mastering. And the 
present System ultimately rejects transactions that are 
rejected by the dataSource that masters the data (described 
below). For maximum security, read and modification con 
trol are enforced by the mastering dataSource. Modification 
control is enforced on the client and offline replicas as well 
as the Server. By default, the database in which an object was 
created is the master for purposes of replication. This means 
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that any modification that can be achieved through that 
creating database (Subject to access control mechanisms) 
will be propagated to replicating databases as Synchroniza 
tion points with those databases occur. 

0263. The invention can be used in combination with 
encryption technology to provide private and authenticated 
access to remote dataSources. For Secure applications, the 
Server preferably authenticates user identities when proceSS 
ing requests from client devices. User authentication is 
central to higher level Security mechanisms. Such as acceSS 
control and management of paid Subscriptions. 

0264. Embodiments of the invention also can use digital 
Signatures to ensure that ServOS delivered to a client device 
come from a trusted Source. This model is similar to 
Microsoft's ActiveX control distribution model. A preferred 
implementation also provides robust access control mecha 
nisms for users, content, and applications. Users can be 
given rights only to certain applications or certain data 
delivered to those applications. When a user registers for an 
application, his or her access rights are checked against the 
application's rights list that has been Set up by the applica 
tion's administrator. If the rights match, the user is allowed 
to install the application. Content can be given access 
control lists as well, enabling a single application to Serve 
different levels of content to users with different access 
rights. For example, within a corporate environment, only 
the authorized accounting Staff would have rights to See 
quarterly revenue figures before they were announced, but 
everyone could see historical figures that had been previ 
ously publicly announced. 

0265 Application Rights Arbitration: The client can be 
configured to provide a mechanism similar to the Java 
Sandbox concept wherein the client enforces a set of rules 
governing what types of actions an application can take. 
Rules govern things Such as writing data to the device's 
persistent Storage, interacting with built-in applications, and 
requesting data from foreign Servers. The user controls the 
Settings for these rules. For instance, the user may allow any 
action to be taken by an authenticated application whereas 
tighter Security might be applied to untrusted applications. 

0266 Content Authentication and Version Checking: In 
many busineSS Situations it is crucial to establish that infor 
mation has not been tampered with and that all information 
components are of the right version. Consider, for example, 
the management of aircraft maintenance publications where 
it is required that all current Service bulletins be displayed 
and that no un-approved documentation is displayed. The 
present System enables this to be accomplished through the 
Synchronization processes by authenticating all messages 
through encryption, including messages which define con 
figurations that are current as of a particular time. 

0267 Schema authentication and Version Checking: The 
invention can be deployed in an environment where ServOS 
come from a variety of Sources. It is valuable in Such cases 
to establish that new Schema contributions come from 
authorized Sources and that incompatible versions of Schema 
components are not used together. Details of implementation 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art in view of this 
Specification. 

0268. The server environment of the present invention 
also enables content and application providers to Support 
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Subscription or pay-per-use distribution. Content providers 
might require a paid Subscription to access their content. 
Thus, users Subscription Status can be taken into account 
when checking access control. Content providers might also 
provide pay-per-use content. Embodiments of the invention 
can provide the infrastructure for collecting payment and 
ensuring that pay-per-use content is only delivered to paying 
consumers. Again, the particulars of implementation will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art in View of this specifi 
cation and in any event will vary with the particular appli 
cation. 

0269. User Management of Asynchronous Transactions: 
End-users can engage in asynchronous actions and can 
inspect the Status of the task queue. The preferred embodi 
ment includes user interface components that indicate when 
there are transactions in the following States: 

0270 Transactions that have not yet been commu 
nicated to the Server or dataSource. 

0271 Transactions that have been communicated to 
the server but for which no response has been 
received. 

0272 Transactions that have been confirmed by the 
Server as having been Successfully completed. 

0273 Transactions that have been rejected by the 
server but have not yet been viewed or acknowl 
edged by the user. 

0274 Rejected transactions that have been viewed 
by the user but have not been acknowledged. 

0275. These interface components enable the user to 
quickly determine what tasks have been carried out or need 
to be attended to. In addition, the System can provide user 
interface components that enable users to initiate operations 
on transactions that are accessible through the interface 
described above. These actions include, but not limited to: 

0276 Viewing transactions in the context in which 
they were created 

0277 Canceling transactions 
0278 Modifying transactions that have not yet been 
communicated to the Server and 

0279 Coping and modifying a rejected transaction 
to be resubmitted 

0280 Resource-Level Identity and Element-Level Iden 
tity 
0281 Embodiments of the present invention employ two 
kinds of identifiers: public identifiers and system identifiers. 
Public identifiers preferably are URLs for resources 
assigned through the authority of the registrar (330 in FIG. 
3). System identifiers are UUIDs assigned without the 
assistance of any central authority when resources Such as 
databases are created. 

0282. The invention implements a form of self identity as 
well as public identity because not all resources can be 
known to a public authority at all times. Take for example an 
environment in which the client has been distributed to a 
group of individuals without current network access. These 
individuals must be able to begin using the application right 
away. Using the application, however, can involve sharing 
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information with others. The identity of this information 
needs to be tracked as it travels, So a unique identifier must 
be assigned. Since a central authority cannot be contacted to 
assign a public identity, the System must fall back on using 
self identity to track the information. 
0283 For reconciliation accuracy, performance and auto 
mation, units of information managed by the invention can 
be uniquely identified at a fine degree of granularity. Indeed, 
the reader will no doubt appreciate by now that the granu 
larity is limited only as defined by the applicable data 
Schema. Unique identifiers must be Scoped in Such a way 
that no global mechanism is necessarily required to dispense 
the identifiers. (Note however that a central authority could 
be used when available.) 
0284 Local and Global Identification with Short Forms 
0285 Recall that a “database name” is a string that can be 
used within one specific database as a short handle to 
another specific database. A short identifier is another term 
for a database name. The databases that the invention 
manages are identified using UUIDS. 
0286 Fully qualified global identification of an object is 
achieved by combining the identity of the creating database 
with a UID scoped to that particular database. When within 
their originating database, objects can be identified using a 
locally unique identifier. Within a specific database, other 
databases can be referenced using short identifiers which are 
Scoped within the referencing database. Short identifiers can 
always be normalized to long forms to provide location 
independent identifiers. 
0287. In the sample embodiment, individual elements are 
identified with the “ts:u’ attribute, which is an attribute 
defined on a “base' archetype that facilitates management of 
data. All element types that require generalized unique 
identification are below “base' in the implied inheritance 
graph. The value of the “ts:u” attribute consists of a database 
name followed by a local id, with a “if” separator. For 
example, in a database where “b' is a declared database 
name, an element with identify “2” scoped to within data 
base “b’ will have a “ts:u’ attribute value of “bif2. ' 
Database names are declared with the <dbDecla element in 
the Sample Schema found in Appendix A. 
0288 Elements which are not identified with the “ts:u” 
attribute are associated with the nearest ancestor that has a 
“ts:u’ attribute. Such unidentified elements can be accessed 
with XML linking mechanisms. These pointers would be 
relative to the nearestancestor with a "ts:u’ attribute. UUIDs 
are encoded as a String of 32 hexadecimal digits with a dash 
delimiter (“-”) after the 8th, 12th, 16th and 20th digits. For 
a full specification see the Distributed Computing Environ 
ment DCE) specification. For example: “2fac1234-31f8 
11b4-a222-080O2b34c003’ is valid UUID. 

0289. In the sample embodiment, the UUID for a data 
base is indicated by the “systemId' attribute on the first 
“ts:dbDecl” element. The UUIDs for other databases having 
elements replicated in this database are given as “ts:uu' 
attributes on the “ts:db” element under the “ts:imports” 
Section. The local alias for each database is given as the 
“ts:localAlias” attribute of its “ts:db” tag. (See the schema in 
Appendix A.) 
0290 While it is possible to fully normalize all data 
represented in XML So that it is isomorphic to a normalized 
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relational database representation, and while this is an 
appropriate encoding for many applications, the invention 
does not require that this be done with all data. This allows 
document-oriented characteristics to be provided by the 
invention. These characteristics include presentation order 
for elements and choice of primary location for multiply 
referenced objects. 
0291 Element Surrogates and Structural Referencing 
0292. It is also suggested that instances of the invention 
include an aliasing mechanism that allows the Structure of 
cross-linked XML to be fairly thoroughly checked with 
existing XML tools and allows the structure of the database 
to be easily interpretable by humans. In the Sample embodi 
ment, the “base' archetype includes an “ts:alias.Of attribute 
of type IDREF which can be used to reference an element of 
the same type whose attributes and content Serve as the 
attributes and content for the referencing element. Most 
processing utilities operate above the level where knowledge 
of these aliases is necessary. Lower level utilities expand 
these aliases as an automatic Service. 

0293. This same reference mechanism can be the basis 
for element instance inheritance. This provides a means to 
extend data replicated from others while minimizing reso 
lution conflicts. Low-level utilities interpret inheritance 
automatically. Transformers to expand aliases can be used to 
simplify operations for downstream transformers. When 
aliases have been expanded it is possible to discover the 
original Source of the information by examining Special 
System maintained attributes or alternative XPath axes. 
0294 Since aliases can in turn reference other aliases, 
information can be added at each level. Any number of 
Subtrees can contribute to the final value of an alias chain. 
Since multiple transformations can be composed together it 
would not be uncommon for multiple instances of the same 
record to turn up at Some phase of the transformation proceSS 
when only a single instance is required. The “tsu' attributes 
described above are the primary mechanism for identifying 
copies and eliminating duplicates when that is appropriate. 
By default, when an alias is expanded, the resulting element 
acquires the “ts:u” attribute of the referenced element. This 
is the appropriate action when the alias exists to facilitate a 
tree-oriented view of non-normalized data. 

0295). In the sample embodiment, the “base' archetype 
includes a “refPath” attribute of type IDREFS. When an 
alias is expanded, the value of the “ts:u” attribute of the 
referencing element is appended to the list. In the Sample 
embodiment the “base' archetype further includes an “inh 
Path” attribute of type IDREFS. When an ancestor is pro 
cessed that contributes attributes (other than “refpath”) or 
content to the expanded value, the value of the “ts:u” 
attribute of the ancestor is appended to the list. The values 
of certain attributes can apply to an arbitrary amount of 
information which may be grouped together in a Subtree. 
Attribute inheritance may or may not follow aliases. 
Whether or not it follows is a choice of extended schema 
and/or application design. When possible, personalization 
should occur through refinement (e.g., via inheritance) 
rather than through making individualized changes to rep 
licated data. 

0296 Managing Change 
0297 Recall that changes to data are the subject of 
messages between client and server, as illustrated in FIG. 3. 
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Editing actions are Specified in terms of operations on an 
abstract XML model. For example, operations as described 
in DOM. The invention creates logs of changes as they 
occur. Edits are placed in the log prior to being performed. 
This is called an edit log or transaction log. 
0298 Asample syntax for communicating change infor 
mation is provided as part of Appendix A. In particular, 
<SyncRequest > messages are requests for updates to a 
particular piece (or pieces) of replicated data. Information in 
a SyncRequest may include: 

0299) The “ts:u” attribute values (discussed above) 
of the root nodes of the Subtrees requesting an 
update. This information is required for every Sync 
Request. 

0300. The Sync Packet Id of the last committed 
Sync Packet. This Id contains the sequence number 
or date/time value of the last committed Sync Packet. 
This is to request edits that have occurred since this 
Synchronization. In the absence of this attribute, it is 
assumed that the first Sync Packet in the edit log is 
the Starting point. 

0301 The Sync Packet Id of the last Sync Packet 
desired. This is an optional attribute. 

0302) The document identifier for the document we 
are requesting edits to. In the absence of this 
attribute, we assume that the request is for edits to 
the local document. 

0303) Whether the document identifier is a public Id 
or a UUID. This is basic typing information needed 
to resolve the document identifier attribute. 

0304) A collection of “ts:u” attributes of subtree 
elements we wish to exclude from the request. This 
is optional. 

0305) To support tracking changes in collaborative 
authoring contexts, the "ts:cre' attribute encodes the cre 
ation date/time of an instance of an element derived from the 
“base' archetype. The “ts: mod” attribute encodes the modi 
fication date/time. Modification is defined as a change to 
attributes (other than “tsu'), the generic identifier, the order 
or existence of immediate children, and change to any 
children not enclosed in one or more elements derived from 
the “base' archetype. Changes to the “ts: mod” attribute are 
not themselves considered changes (this rule may have no 
consequences since modification does not propagate beyond 
the first ancestor element derived from the “base' arche 
type). 
0306 The “ts:cre” and “ts: mod” attribute values are 
based on System clockS and cannot be trusted as the basis for 
Synchronization, which brings us to Synchronization points, 
described next. 

0307 Synchronization Points 
0308 We define a “synchronization point” as an event 
during which a database incorporates information from 
another database, thus instigating replication or updating 
previously replicated information. Each database has its own 
linear address Space of Synchronization points, preferably 
represented as Strings of decimal digits. Every database will 
maintain a record of at least the latest Synchronization point 
with every database from which it imports replicated infor 
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mation. Every database will maintain a record of at least all 
Synchronization points at which information may have been 
replicated out. 
0309 While it would be useful to keep specific bidirec 
tional records of all Synchronization points, this record 
keeping may be impractical for certain databases, for 
example, a database which Serves as a template for a large 
number of other databases or a database on read-only media. 
Even if this information is always kept, the System must be 
constructed So as to recover transparently when Such export 
information is lost. In a presently preferred implementation, 
databases are not required to keep a record of all databases 
which have received information replicated from them. Not 
keeping usage (reference) counts with transactional integrity 
implies a need for a distributed garbage collection Solution. 
Otherwise, one may not know how long to keep Synchro 
nization packets. The Server environment should provide a 
mechanism for distributed garbage collection. This must not 
interfere with the moment-to-moment operation of the SyS 
tem at any time. 
0310. In our sample schema, the “ts:sy” attribute carries 
the Synchronization point identifier of the first Sequence 
point following the element's creation or modification. 
Modification is defined as in the definition of the “ts: mod” 
attribute. The “ts:sy” attribute is found on the “base' arche 
type. The type of the value of the “ts:sy” attribute is a string 
representation of an integer. The “ts:db” elements under the 
“synchronization” element in the “context' section hold the 
Synchronization point log for each database. See the Schema 
of Appendix “A” for details. 
0311 Scope of replication can be controlled as well. A 
database can explicitly disallow specific data from being 
replicated outward. A database can explicitly disallow spe 
cific data from being replicated transitively (i.e., more than 
one level). Since it is easy to copy data, constraints on 
replication and transitive replication are not strong Security 
measures. They are more a way of indicating, in an advisory 
manner, how the originator of the data wants the data to be 
handled. Control parameters apply to the transitive closure 
of a Subtree through containment, but not through aliasing or 
other linking mechanisms. This is a case where the physical 
Structure of the database dictates control Semantics. Items 
referenced in the Structure are not necessarily protected by 
protection of the Structure. 
0312 Copies created using the services of the present 
invention preferably carry a copy attribute that indicates the 
identity of the originating element. The Syntax of the copy 
attribute values is identical to that of the “ts:u’ attribute 
value described above. When a Subtree is copied, a copy 
attribute is applied to each element deriving from the “base” 
archetype, identifying its corresponding Source. Changes 
from other dataSources are captured using one of a variety of 
techniques. Examples are: 

0313 Tracking change during modification in the 
manner of the invention 

0314 Comparison of backing store 
0315 Query based on modification stamp. 
0316 Use of database logging facilities. 

0317. The present invention also very effectively 
addresses (data) Schema incompatibilities. A "schema trans 
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lator' is a Software component that converts data of one 
Specific Schema to data of another specific Schema. Each 
version of each Schema component preferably has a public 
identifier. One or more Schema translators can be associated 
with a directed pair of Schema component public identifiers. 
A flag for each registered transformer indicates whether the 
transformation involves a loSS of data. Transformer pairs 
that have been successfully reviewed and tested for lossless 
round trip are registered as Such. "Registered” alludes to the 
registrar described above with reference to FIG. 3 and 
further described below. Each version of each application 
registers the Schema components it depends upon. 
0318 Consistent with the present invention, client-client, 
client-Server and Server-Server interactions are all mediated 
by XML based messaging. (Alternative encodings can be 
used when both parties can handle them.) Standard encryp 
tion and authentication methods can and should be used to 
manage these messages. The invention relies on XML and 
transmission of other file types. This messaging can be 
accomplished using a wide variety of transmission tech 
niques, including but not limited to the following protocols, 
technologies and Standards, individually or in combination: 

0319) TCP/IP 
0320 Hypertext Transport Protocol (http) 
0321 Secure Hypertext Transport Protocol (https) 
0322 SOAP 
0323 E-mail 
0324 Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 
0325 Short Message Service (SMS) 
0326 Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD) 
0327 GSM 
0328 GPRS 

0329. The server environment described above prefer 
ably also includes an incident reporting Service. This is a 
Service that tracks Subscriptions to events associated with 
particular resources, and informs Subscribers when those 
events occur. Services of this type are used most commonly 
to track dependencies between Source databases and data 
bases which replicate parts of the Source databases. 
0330. The incident reporting service manages relation 
ships among resources known to the System of the present 
invention. Database representations of these relationships 
are generally redundant, in that the receiving database 
knows about its relationship with the originating database. 
(The originating database may also know about the receiv 
ing database.) In other words, database relationships are peer 
to peer, but the incident reporting Service facilitates com 
munication between peers which may not be active at the 
Same time. The purpose of the incident reporting Service is 
to facilitate the timely update of databases, but it has no 
responsibility for actually Scheduling taskS. Clients of the 
messaging Service can use the incident reporting Service as 
a Sort of "group” mechanism: messages Sent to the incident 
reporting Service referencing a resource are can be for 
warded to each of the Subscribers to that resource. 

0331 Another component of the server environment in a 
preferred embodiment is a task allocator (not shown). This 
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is a Service that assigns interactive tasks to available com 
putational resources based on Suitability to purpose (server 
load, access to resources, availability of cached database or 
Session State). The allocator depends upon the location 
broker to identify the location of resources and the perfor 
mance monitor to determine the load on each of the relevant 
CSOUCCS. 

0332 Another component of the server environment in a 
preferred embodiment is a task scheduler (not shown). This 
is a component that assigns computational tasks to available 
computational resources based on priority, aging, deadlines, 
load, etc. Typically the tasks handled in this manner are not 
in response to a current user request. In order to deliver 
optimal performance in response to user requests, the inven 
tion makes provision for accomplishing preparatory tasks in 
the background on a time available basis. Tasks likely 
managed in this way by the Scheduler include, but are not 
limited to: 

0333) 
0334) 
0335) 
0336 garbage collection of unneeded synchroniza 
tion packets 

0337 
0338. The task scheduler depends upon the task allocator 
to actually allocate taskS. 

Synchronizing databases 
creating usage reports 
optimizing databases 

crawling personalized web sites 

0339. The location broker is component of the invention 
that can accept an identifier for a resource and provide 
means to contact that resource. Resources are not necessarily 
local to the broker. 

0340. A directory of services is a location broker that 
provides a navigable index of available Services. Location 
broker Services are needed to find database resources in the 
computing environment of the invention, where resources 
are distributed and location is Subject to change. 
0341) Given a public identifier or system identifier the 
location broker provides access to the resource. In the 
Simplest case, the location broker will Satisfy a request by 
posting the URL given in the public identifier. This a 
degenerate case above which the location broker can add 
value. For example, the location broker can cache responses. 
0342) Registrar 
0343. The registrar, as mentioned above, manages meta 
data to enable the invention's distributed deployment. Data 
asSociations managed by the registrar include, but are not 
limited to: 

0344) schema public identifiers with schema repre 
Sentation 

0345 schema translators with directed pairs of 
Schema public identifiers, including flag for whether 
translation loses information 

0346) dataSource public identifier with dataSource 
declaration 

0347) 
0348 each servo public identifier with the public 
identifiers of the Schemas it uses 

servo public identifier with servo declaration 
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0349 each servo public identifier with the public 
identifiers referencing Schema referenced in the 
opportunity declarations of the Servo 

0350. The registrar provides mappings across these asso 
ciations use Standard database techniques. In addition, the 
registrar calculates best translation path (if any) between any 
two Schema public identifiers using Standard graph analysis 
algorithms. 
0351) Synchronizer 
0352) The synchronizer (310, 326 in FIG. 3) is a com 
ponent that uses transaction records, Synchronization point 
identifiers, time Stamps, dataSource declarations and data 
base instance-specific parameters to maintain correct data 
base State acroSS a Set of related databases managed by the 
invention. The Synchronization point identifier is an identi 
fier uniquely representing a Synchronization point for a 
particular database. Recall a Synchronization point is the 
event during which a database incorporates information 
from another database, thus instigating replication or updat 
ing previously replicated information. 
0353. The synchronizer is responsible for generating and 
processing the Synchronization packets that mediate the 
propagation of change among components of the invention. 
Data Source declarations influence the timing of Synchroni 
Zation by indicating when and how quickly data becomes 
obsolete. Time Stamps are relevant when time-dependent 
data Such as Stock quotes need to be reconciled. 
0354) Coordinating XML Stores 
0355 The invention's default approach for distributed 
lock management is optimistic but centralized (on a per 
resource basis). Authority to attempt change is given by the 
dataSource declaration. Change is implemented through one 
or more protocols published with the dataSource declaration. 
These protocols can be classified as either low-level “data 
oriented” XML modification protocols, such as TSXUL, or 
higher-level “object oriented' actions which can be schema 
Specific. 

0356. There are several levels at which a change can fail: 
0357 Data source does not accept changes: The 
dataSource may choose not publish a protocol for 
accepting changes. Such a dataSource is effectively 
read-only. 

0358 Individual requesting change does not have 
authority to make changes (at all) to the data. This is 
commonly called resource-level access control. 

0359 Individual requesting change does not have 
authority to make the specific changes (e.g., Some 
fields are editable, Some are not). In Such a case, 
Specification of what can be changed should be made 
available as part of the change protocol So that 
upstream clients don’t lead individuals to attempt 
changes which will ultimately fail. 

0360. An individual’s changes conflict with other 
changes made Since the conflicting Sources have a 
common baseline. For example, two people change 
the same text field. 

0361 The invention attempts to detect these issues as far 
upstream as possible, but the dataSource itself must do its 
own checking. 
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0362. There are a number of ways a client can deal with 
“rejected” changes. The last two in the list below are used by 
the preferred embodiment of the invention. 

0363 Transaction managed client aborts transac 
tion, changes never committed. 

0364 Client does not apply actual change to its store 
before Submitting the request. The requested modi 
fication continues to have unofficial status (e.g., 
modified data in a form). 

0365 Client has already implemented update but 
applies “undo' info Saved as part of Synchronization 
point. 

0366 Client receives update synchronization pack 
ets as response, updates, shows user conflicting 
information, provides opportunity to retry. 

0367 Replication of data must be carefully managed as 
well. In accordance with the invention, a transient database 
is used, i.e., a database that exists only for the purpose of 
messaging. 

0368 Databases that are created only for the purpose of 
transmitting data are transient: they need not have public IDS 
because it is not always required for them to be publicly 
addressable. They do have system IDs. Whenever data is 
replicated the root element(s) of the replicated data carry a 
master' attribute which contains the local alias of the master. 
Even when new elements are created in Subtrees that are 
mastered elsewhere, they are give "ts:u' identifiers as men 
tioned above for the database in which they are created. In 
Situations where a client that is originating edits is in direct 
communication with the master, the “ts:u’ attributes can be 
normalized to new identifierS Scoped to the master. This is 
useful in situations where it is important to protect the 
privacy of the originator of the data. It also reduces the 
number of database declarations that need to be created in 
context/imports. 
0369 Managing Dependencies among Applications and 
Schema Components 
0370 Applications and their underlying schema are 
expected to change over time. New capabilities are added, 
ambiguities are fixed and Sometimes applications are Sim 
plified. Since multiple applications may be depending on 
different versions of the same Schema, the invention must 
employ the Schema translation infrastructure to keep every 
thing working through a transition. 
0371 The invention's ability to manage schema and 
Schema translation means that new Schema need never be 
forced on users unless they want capability enabled by the 
new Schema, or enabled by applications that work only with 
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the new Schema. Each database automatically maintains lists 
of imported (used) schemas. (Automatic tracking for the 
dependencies that instance data has on Schema). 
0372 The scheduling capabilities of the server environ 
ment are used to identify and applications requiring update 
and taking them through the needed transformations in a 
timely manner. 
0373) Managing Schema Registered with the Invention 
0374. To fully benefit from the integration made possible 
by the invention some human coordination is valuable. On 
their own, different application developerS will extend the 
base Schema in multiple incompatible ways. To see how this 
Works in practice, consider the hobby of collecting. There 
are Some shared characteristics for how collectorS operate, 
but the objects collected are diverse, as are the Sources of 
information. Everyone involved in Stamp collecting needs a 
common way to describe the artifacts. Individuals and 
vendors need a way to document their holdings, offer items 
for sale and identify items available for purchase from 
others. Information about individual artifacts and issues can 
come from publications, news groups, clubs, commercial 
websites and websites of issuing governments. Many of 
these parties have reason to have an interest in having their 
information accessible in a public deployment of the inven 
tion, if the environment has already been well Seeded and it 
is reasonably easy or them to make the necessary extensions. 
0375 All that is fine until different people begin extend 
ing the System in mutually incompatible ways. For example, 
two different parties might extend the schema in different 
ways to cover the same missing data, Say the name of the 
designer of a Stamp. Now there are Some views that expect 
the designer of a Stamp to be encoded one way, and Some 
views that expect it to be encoded another way. Neither set 
of views will be able to show data that is in the encoding 
expected by the other. Reconciling these differences requires 
human intervention to establish a Standard Schema, map the 
variant Schemas to the Standard Schema, and transform the 
views accordingly. The role of “schema editor” is a service 
that keeps the System running Smoothly by arbitrating the 
preferred Schema. Third party Schema developerS can create, 
using the invention, the transformers that translate instances 
between Schemas. Throughout this process, each variant of 
a Schema can registered and authenticated through the 
processes described above. 
0376. It will be obvious to those having skill in the art 
that many changes may be made to the details of the 
above-described embodiments of this invention without 
departing from the underlying principles thereof. The Scope 
of the present invention should, therefore, be determined 
only by the following claims. 
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Appendix A 
ts:View 

al sts:view name "namechars" scrolling"yesino" width="pixels percentage" height"pixeis percentage" b{nPriority="int" 
txnBandwidth="int" txnResolution="server" tanView="namedhars" fonte"normaboid" fg="#000000" 
moveFocus="none;First">.<rts:viewe 
Defines a screen or the content of a ts:popupMenu, ts:popupView, or html:frame. Provides scope for rule matching. An application 
must have a view harned 'main', which is the initia: view, Must contain html:body unless this view is used by a ts:popupienu or this 
wiew defines a frameset, 

Attributes 

Attribute Description 

The name of this view. Required. 
Whether to show a scrollbar in the view. Optional, Default is yes. Walid values: yes, no. no prevents a scrollbar. 
yes adds a scrollbar, if the view contains any items. 

height 
txnPriority 

txtBaldwidth 

txnResolution Controls whether the server's edit value or the cent's edit value is used when the server and cleri report different 
edit values. Used by the ts:sync element. "server" indicates that the server value prevails when resolving the edit 
conflict. "client" indicates that the edit performed on the cient prevails. The default is "server", 

The width of the view, in pixels or percentage. Applies to views used by ts:popupView; otherwise ignored. 
The height of the view, in pixels or percentage. Applies to views used by ts:popupView: otherwise ignored. 
Controls which data is sent during synchronization. Used by the ts:sync eienent. Walid waiues: integers 1-5, with 
being the highest priority. The default is 3. 
Controls which data is sent during synchronization, Used by the ts:sync element. Waid values, floating point values 
from 0.0 to arge numbers (kilobitsis), -, or "detect". The default value is -, (rneaning no bandwidth specification). 
The value "detect" determines the current connection speed and only sends transactions which have overal 
bandwidth values iess than or equal to the current connection speed. 

txnView Specifies what view to show if there is a conflict while synchronizing. Allows for the application author to decide how 
the conflict viewing should look for edit conflicts occurring in a particular view, if no conflict occur, nothing special 
happens. But if a conflict cecurs, the client goes into action. It looks for a view with a reserved name, 
conflictViewer. If none is found, it displays a dialog box saying that conflicts occurred. Otherwise, it displays the 
Specified view. Optionai. See also Specifying How Conflicts Appear wher. Synchronizing. 

font m The style of the text in the view. Walid values: bold, normal, The default is normal. 
fg The foreground color of the view, in HTML RGB format, such as fg="#00FF00" for green. For more information, see 

Using Color in User-interface Eienents. 
- moveFocus Whether to put ar, initial edit focus somewhere in this view. Walid values: none, first, default is "nore", if set to 

"none", the view will not put initial focus on any editable control that is contained in the view. Ef set to "first", the view 
will put initial focus on a control. The contral that receives focus will be the first control that has a focalPoint 
attribute equal to "yes". See Seing the Focus on a U Elerient. 

Children 

For regular views (Screens): itmibody, him framesetts, neaultem, ts.deleteTXin, ES:demandPage: Xs:variable; (xst:apply-templates, 
XS:Cat-terplate, Xsl:griggse, XSEti, XSEff-sach), 
For views used by populpMenu. S. Field, ts: k, (xs: apply-templates, Xscall-template, xsicchCOse, Xstif, Xslfor-each). 
Contained in 

SS. 

A1 
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ts:expandable 
<ts:expandable expanded="false true" empty="false" foot="normal bold" fge"#000000" 
moveFocusribnefirst">.<ftspekdable> 
A user-interface control that expands when clicked. initigliappears as a solid right-pointing triangle and optional visible catent. 
When the initially visible content or the arrow is clicked, the control expands to also show hidden content. The arrow becomes 
empty triangle. 
Attributes 

Attribute Description 
expanded Whether to initially display the control in the e xpanded state. Optinal. Walid values true, false. The deiat is false. 

indicates whether the arrow of the expandable should be gray, Optional. Valid valutasue, false. The deiatt is false. 
Thisaffects the expandable's appearance, not its behavior, if the expandable contains content and the us er expans 
it, the content will still appear even though the arrow is gray. You cafnclude tagging to automatically evaluate 
whether the expandable is empty and set this attribute (note that this c an affect performance). 
The glue is an attribute v alue template, so it can be turned on or off based on a value in a data tree; you ca in spec 
"true or "false", or write an expression that evaluates to true or false in curly braces, such as "(SisEmpty". See 
http:liwww.w3.org/TRIXsltiattribute-Waite-templates 
The syle of the text in the expandable c ontrol. Walid valuesboid, normal. The detait is normal. 
if unspecified, inherited from c. losest ancestor withfant attribute. 
the foreground color of the buttor, in HTML RGB format, sudy as 00FF00" for green. For fortation see 
Using Clor in User inter ace Elements 

contains this expandable. In the view, the first expandable that has mov efocus=list" will get focus, Walid values: 
none, first. Refault is "none". If at to "none", the egandable will be considered for initial focus. If set to "first", focusis 
set to this expandable if this is the first expandable in the view. SeeSetting thefocus on a U Element. 

Remarks 

Thiselement contains a UI objeolwhich becomes the header for the control, followed by another UI object, which becomes the 
hidden content. Any UI doject item can appear inside of an expandable controi. For example, fields and inline tables car bean 
expandable object. 
The ts: visible subelement contain s the information to display when C oilapsed. If this is specified, the information is shown and then 
the arrow is placed to the right, if none is specified, only the arrow appears, 
The ts:hideable subelement contain s the information to display when ex panded. 

ts:hideable 
<ts:hideable font="normat bold" fg="#000000">.<fts:hideable> 
The additional content to show for as expandable control when the control is expanded. 
Attributes 

font The syle of the text in the hideable part of the exp andable control. Valid valuebold, normat. The defiat is normal. 
The foreground color of the hideable part of the expandable control, in HTML RGB formal asdge'HOOFFCO' for 
greer. For more information, see Using Cior in r -inte Elements 

Children 
map, ts: button, is:dropdownlist ES:edit, ts:expandable, tsfield, sink, ts.popupMenu, is popupView, ts:demandpage, ts:Sync, 

l:b?, himitable; (xSl:apply-templates xsical-template Xschoose, XSkif, Xs:ferreach), 
Contained in 

s:expandable, (XSl;template, Xsi.When, Xslother WIS exsi:ii, Xs:for each). 
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ts: ideable 

Kits: hideable font "normal boid" ig="#000000"> ...<fts:hideable> 
The additional content to show for atsexpariable control when the contro is expanded. 
Attributes 

Attribute Description 
the ty:e of the text in the hideabie part of the exp andable control. Waid values.oid, normal. The deat is normal. 
The foreground color of the hideable part of the expandable control, in Mill RGB format aadg='00FF00" for 
greer. For more information, see Using grin User interface Elements 

Children 

tS.bitmap, ts:button, ts: dropdownlist Sedit, is expandable, isfield, slink, S:popupvieri, ts:popupyiew, is demandage, Issyng; 
html:b, html;table; xst, apply-terripates x: template Xschoose, XS. reach). 
Contained in 

tSexpandable; xStepdate, xstwhen Xsiotherwis exsii, XS:for each). 

ts:edit 

<ts:edit selects"xpath"xsi;typer"namechars" minwidth="int" font="normal bold" fgc"#000000" focalPoint="yesino">.<rts:edit 
An editable text field, indicated by a dotted underscore. A ts:edit field grows to fit the contained text, unlike a text box in a form in an 
iTML page. 
Attributes 

A XPath expression. Required. Must evail late to a roceset containing exactly one node, either within the data store of 
a temporary tree, That node must have either no children or one text node child. The current value of the edit field is the 
string value of that node. The text entered in the edit field becomes the new string watue for the selected node. 
The data type the user is allowed to enter into the editable field. Can be a supported XSD "built-in type" or an XML 
"user-defined data type" which you define in xsdischema section at the top of the file. Validates data entered in the field 
when user enters data then clicks away. See Walidating serinout. Usingata Types. 

ninwidth. The rhinimus width to be displayed, in pixels. The default is 5, 
The style of the text in the editable text field. Walid values: bold, normal. The default is norna. 
if this attribute is unspecified, the style is inherited from the closest ancestor with a font attribute. 
The foreground coior of the edit field, in HTML RGB format, such as fgs'#00FF00" for green. For more information, see 
jsling Color in user-interface. Eierments. 

focatPoint. Whether to put the edit-focus and cLIrsor on this edit field when the user goes to a view that has a moveFocus="first" 
attribute or opens an expandable that has a moveFocus="first" attribute. Walid values: yes, no. Defauli is "no". See 
Setting the Focus on a J. Element. 

Children 

is: onChange, is:onClick; (XSlappy-templates, XS:Caterplate, Xschoose, Xsl:ii, Xsior-each). 
Contained in 

ts:hideable, html:body, html:td; x plate, xs:when, Xslotherwise, Xs: i, xsh;for each). 

A3 
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ts:appendChild 
<ts: pendChild select="xpath">...<fts:append Child> 
Edits your data, Determines where you are in the data tree, and appends a child to that node in the tree. If there are already children 
elements, adds the new node as the last child. You can add multiple children. 
See also Allowed Scope of appendChild Operations. 
Attributes 

Attribute Description 
select An XPath expression that indicates the location in the data tree in which to insert the resulting XML branch, 

Children 

Data-Fee elementS, XS: attribute; (xSl:apply-templates, Xs:call-template, XSEchoose, Xs:ii, XS:for each). 
Cained in 

SonChange, tSion Click; (xst:template, Xsl:when, XS:Otherwise, Xs:ii, XS, for-each). 
Example 1 

<ts: field fonts' bold' s Notes: </ts: field> 
<xs: variaole name='newNote" /> 
Kts: edit variables "newNote It...in Width="6CO' s 
<ts : button label = 'Cose' > 

<ts: cin Click> 
<ts: appendChild seiecta' ? sailple : contactIDB/sariple : results"> 

<sample: workorderlacor Y 
<sample: billiabiehours>C. 5</samplie: billiablehours) 
<sample : billingrate> A</sample: billingrate2. 
<sample: workorderids 4xsl: value-of select= 'Sworkorderid" /></sample: workorderid 
<sample: comment><xsl: value-of select= 'SnewNote" /></sample: comment> 

</sample: workorder abor 
</ts: appendChild> 
<ts: newView href=' scheduleView' f> 

</ts: on Clicki> 
</ts: buttons 

Exampie 2 

<ts: button labelse 'done"> 
<ts: CinClick> 

<ts; appendchild select= '7my Com: contactIDB/mycorn: results"> 
<my Com: citc myContacts = 'l'> 

Kmy Com: finin> 
<xs: value-of select = 'SnewFName" > 

</InyCon: finmo 
<lay Cicin: in In 

<xsl: value-of selectr 'SnewLNaine' ? > 
</rry Com: inm) 

K/my Com: ct c> 
</ts: appendChiida 
<ts; newView href='main" /> 

</ts; on Click> 
</ts: buttonx 
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ts:setAttr 

<ts:setAttr name="namechars" select="xpath">string</ts:setAttic 
Programatically sets an attribute in the d ata tree The sing that is a child of this element is the value to s et the attitut 
Attributes 

Attribute Description 
The name of the attribute to change in the data tree. Enables setting the value of an attribute which doesn't exist yet. 

select An XPath expression that selects an element in the data tree or in a temporary tree defined by an editable variable, 

Children 

Text nodes, Xsl:Vatute-of (xst:apply-templates, XS:call-template, xsicchoose, Xstif, Xsifor-each). 
Contained in 

S:onChange, ts. CrClick, (xsh;template, xsh;when, Xslotherwise, Xs: if Xs for-each). 
Remarks 

The <ts:setAttre element is provided in addition to <ts:se:Texts in order to provide a way to set the value of an attribute which doesn't 
exist yet. 
The following sets the statusid attribute if it already exists: 

sts:setAttr select="vel:expense/G)statusiid's 
If the statusid attribute doesn't exist yet in the data tree, the select expression would evaluate to an empty nodeset. 
the following sets the status)d attribute even if it doesn't exist yet in the data tree: 
<ts:setAttr select-'vel:expense' name='statusld'> 

ts:sync 
<ts:sync txnPriority="int txnBandwidth="joat" select="xpath" progressive="true false"> 
Forces a synchronization with the server to occur. Attributes restrict in various ways the set of edits that take part in the 
synchronization. For example, only the edits from the views or nodes of the data tree which match the specified bandwidth and priority 
are sent during synchronization. (For exceptions to this ruie, see "Transactional Dependencies" in Specifying Priority and Bardwidth pf 
a Sync Event.) 
You can provide multiple Synchronize butions or menu items that trigger different kinds of synchronization. 
A related attribute is the txnResolution attribute on ts:view of xsd:schema. For more information, see Controlling Which Data is 
Synchronized. 
Attributes 

Attribute 

txnPriority 

txnBandwidth 

select 

progressive 

Description 
Controls which data is sent during synchronization, based on the priority that is assigned on <ts:view elements, or 
assigned to node-sets in the data tree as specified in an <xs:schema element. Walid values: integers 1-5, with 
being the highest priority. The default is 3. 
Controls which data is sent during synchronization, based on the bandwidtn value on <ts:view> elements, or for 
node-sets in the data tree as specified in an <xs:schema- element. Walid values: floating point values from 0.0 to 
large numbers (kilobits/s), -1, or "detect". The default value is -1 (meaning no bandwidth specification). The value 
"detect" determines the current connection speed and only sends transactions which have overal bandwidth values 
<= the current connection speed, 
An XPath expression that defines the scope of the data to be sent during synchronization. Only edits that occurred 
within node-trees rooted at the nodes that match the expression are included in the synchronization. When this 
attribute is specified, the txnPriority and txnBandwidth attributes are ignored. 
Causes a progressive sync, which first synchronizes priority 1 client edits, then priority 2, and so on. Valid values: 
true, false. If the txn Priority attribute is set, this is used as the upper bound of the progressive sync (the default is 5, 
which is the lowest-priority value allowable for a transaction). If the txnBandwidth attribute is set, then no 
transactions with a higher txnBandwidth setting is sent during the progressive sync. 
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ts: on Click 

<ts of Cick...<Its:nClick 

defines what happens when the user clicks the visibie control that contains the onClick element. Wher the contro is clicked, the 
element inside the onClick element is instantiated. For example, the ts:on Click element can be used to ioad a new view, which 
presents an entire new screen of the content of a frame, or redraws the current screen. tson CEick can be used in a variety of other 
ways as well. 
Attributes 

None. 

Children 

ts:abortTXn, is:appendChild, ts: pack, s.closeppupView, ts:commit Xn, is:delete, ts:deleteTXr, ts:demandage, 
ts:export serDazagase, ts: forward, ts:newView, ts:playSound, tSpopupMenu, ts:PopuView, ts;SetAtt, S:SetText, tS:Sync, XS:Variable; 
(xSappy-templates, Xs:call-template, Xs:choose, xsif, Xsl:for-eagh). 
Contained in 

IS:bitmap, ES:bution, ts:dropdownlisi, is:edit, ts:expandable, tsfield, ES:link, ts: menultem, tSvisible; hint:body. htmltd. Xsltemplate, 
xswhen, Xslotherwise, xst; if, xs:for-each). 

ts:onChange 
<ts: onChang >.</ts:onChanges 
Defines actions to take when a UI control is used to change to data. The descendants of this element are evaluated every time a rew 
value is copied from the edit control to the document being edited (the data tree or a temporary tree variable), 
This element can be an immediate child of any edit control, including ts:edit, ts:dropdowinist , and ts:spin. 
Attributes 
None. 

Children 
ts:abotixnts:appendChild, ts:back, ts: close PopupView, ts:commitxn, ts:delete, ts:deletexn, is:gera andPage, tsforward, 
Es:newView, tsplaySound, ts:populpMeru, is:popupView, ts:setAtt, ts.setText, ES:Sync, Xst; variable: {XSl:apply-templates, Xs:cal 
template, Xsighoose, Xs: if, Xscio-each). 
Contained in 

ts: dropdownlist, ts:edit, tS:Spin (XS:template, Xsi:when, XSE otherwise, Xs: if Xs: for-each). 
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ts: dropdownList 
<ts:dropdownlist select="xpath" match="xpath" use="xpath" show="xpath" defaultShow="string" font-"normal bold" 
fg="#000000">.<its:dropdownlist> 
A user-interface control that opens to display a list of items to pick from. Used to edit the data tree or a temporary tree variable. 
The popup displays its current value alongside a popup icon, shown as a triangular down-arrow. When the user clicks on the icon or 
the displayed value, the list appears and the user must make a choice from that Fist. When the user selects an item from the list, the 
disappears and the seiected item appears. To close the list without changing the value, the user clicks anywhere other than the list 
box. 

Attributes 

Attribute Description 
An XPath expression. Required. Must evaluate to a nodeset containing exactly one node, either within the main 
document or a temporary tree variable. That node must have either no children or one text node child. The current 
value of the dropdown is the string value of that selected node. The item selected from the list pecomes the new 
string value for the selected node. 
Determines the general list of items to include in the dropdownlist. 

Se: indicates what value should be stored in the data tree or in a temporary tree variable when the user selects one of the 
choices. Using the selected node from the match query result as the context node, the use attribute is evaluated, 

show 

storing the string value of the result in the data tree. 
indicates what is displayed in the list. Each node that is matched is used as the context node to run the query in the 
show attribute. The string value of the result is what is shown for that choice, 

default.Show Determines the string shown by default in the dropdown list even if there is no actuai data-tree value that matches the 
defaultShow string. The defaultShow attribute has no effect on the choices presented in the dropdown list, but only 
on the look of the dropdown list in its unselected state. 
The style of the text in the dropdownlist. Walid values: bold, normal. The default is normal. 
if this attribute is unspecified, the style is inherited from the closest ancestor with a font attribute, 
The foreground color of the dropdownList, in HTML RGB format, such as fg="#00FF00" for green. For more 
information, see Using Color in User-interface Elements. 
If this attribute is unspecified, the style is inherited from the closest ancestor with a font attribute. 

Contained in 

deable; html:body, html:td; (xst:template, Xsl:When, Xsl:otherwise, Xs:ii, Xslfor-each). 
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ts:commTxn 
Cts:commitxn) 

Commits all edits (such as ts:appendChild or ts:setAttr) in the current transaction to the edit log, and opens a new transaction. This tag 
may be nested through any number of termplate calis from the view defining the transaction, in Release 1.0, transactions are one-to 
one with views, so the equivalent of is:commit xn also occurs upon leaving the view. 
Edits to variabies are unaffected by ts:commitxn. 
Together with ts:abor Xin, this element gives the application author control over the granularity of edits, and thus over what may be 
synchronized when. 
Attributes 

None. 

Children 
Nore. 

Contained in 

ts. On Change, ts:or Click; (xSi:template, XS:when, Xst:Otherwise, XSitif, XS:for-each). 

ts:abortTxn 

sts:abortxf> 

Cancels the current transaction. This element can be nested through any number of template cats from the view that defines the 
transaction. The transaction is kept open for further editing. Ali edits, such as ts:apperdChild orts:setAttr are canceled. 
Edits to variables are unaffected by Cts:abortxn2. 
Roils back changes to local variables, so it is possible, for example, to cancel all the changes to editable fields in a view, 
Together with ts:commitTxn and ts:sync, this element gives the application author control over the granularity of edits, and thus over 
what may be synchronized when. 
For more information, see Enabling Cancel without Validating Fields, 
Attributes 

None, 

Children 

None, 

Contained in 

ts:onChange, ts:onglick 
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<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "UTF-8"> 
<!-- Appendix A --> 
<!-- Sample schena illustrating part of a Sa Ilpe 

<schemia XIIllins 
enbociiInert of the invention. --> 

"http://www.w3.org/20CO/10/XML Schema." 
targetNamespace = "http://www.thinkshare. ccm/ts" 
xmins: xis = "http://www.w3. org/1999/XSLT" 
XIllins: ts = "http://www.thinkshare. COI/ts"> 
Kimport namespace : "urn : xa: tinp: XSl" / > 
<element name as "viewRef'> 

<complexTypes 
<a tribute nane 

</complexTypes 
< element> 

= "viewName" type = "string" / > 

<element name = "opportunity"> 
<complexType> 

<choice 
<element r ef - "view "f 
Kelement ref is "ViewRef" f> 

</choice> 
</complexType 

</element > 
<element name - "view"> 

<complexType 
<seculence/ > 
<attribute name 

</ coII plexType > 
K/ element> 
Kelement name = "protected"> 

<ccmplexTypes 
<sequence /> 

</complexType 
</element> 
<eiercent name a "private"> 

<corplexype 
<sequence /> 

</complexTypes 
</element> 
<element name = 'public'> 

<complexType> 
<sequence f> 

</complexTypes 
</elerent> 
<element name a "ceviceIap"> 

<complexTypes 
<sequence/> 

</COILplexTypes 
K/element> 
<eerinent name as "attriloute''> 

<COmplexTypes 

= "naile" type = "string"/> 

<choice minoccurs = 'C' maxOccurs is "unbounded" > 
<element ref is "access Rule" / > 
<eleinent ref = "label" / > 
<eleinent ref 
<element ref 

</ choice.> 
K/coilplexTypes 

"changeScope" / > 
"xsl: template" /> 

47-a- 
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</element> 
<element name = "mayNot Change" type 
<eeneint nate "may Change" type - 
<element raille = "changeScope"> 

<complexType 
<sequence > 

<element ref = "may Change" minOccurs - "0"/> 
<element ref "may Not Change" minOccurs = "O" /> 

</secuence> 
</complexType) 

</eleIILent> 
<element name = "licing" type = "string"/> 
<element name = "medium" type = "string"/> 
<element name = "short" type = "string"/> 
<element name = "label"> 

<complexType 
<sequence> 

<element 
<element 
<eleinent 

</sequence.> 
</complexTypex 

</element> 
<element name c "agent"> 

<complexTypes 
<sequence /> 

</complexTypes 
</element> 
<element name = "action"> 

<complexTypes 
<sequence/ > 

</complexType 
</element> 
<eleinent name = "access Rule"> 

<complexType) 
<sequence> 

<element ref = "action"/> 
<eement reif "agent"/> 

</sequence> 
</COInplexype 

</element> 
<element name = "inherit" type = "string"/> 
<element name = "element"> 

<complexTypex 
<choice minOccurs = 'O' maxOccurs = "unoounded"> 

<element ref "inherit" /> 
<e einent rei "access Rule" / > 
Keleinent ref "label" /> 
<element ref "changeScope" /> 
<eement ref "opportunity"/> 
Kelement ref "xisl: template" / > 
<element ref "attribute" /> 

k/choice.> 
</ ComplexType 

</element> 
<element name a "neticci"> 

<complexType 

"string"/> 
"string"/> - 

w r e "short" in Occurs = "O" /> 
"medium" Inin Occurs = "O" /> 

= "long" minoccurs = "O" /> : - 
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<sequence /> 
</complexTypex. 

</element> 
<element na:ne = "dataSourceRef"> 

<complexTypex 
<attripute name = "data sourceName" type = "string"/> 
<attribute name = "serviceName" type = "string "A) 

K/ ComplexType> 
</ element> 
<eement name = "initial Vale"> 

<complexType> 
<sequence/> 

</COInplexType 
</element> 
<eletaert name = 'scherinaref' > 

<complexType 
<simple:Content> 

<extension base = "string"> 
<attribute name = "public Id" type = "string"/> 
<attrioute name = "elementName" type = "string"/> 

</extension> 
</simple Content> 

</complexType) 
</element> 
<element name = 'Store)ec'> 

<coIplexTypex 
<sequence> 

<element ref - "scheina Reif" /> 
Kelement ref = "initial Value" /> 

</sequence> 
<attribute name = "name" type = "string"/> 

</complexType 
</eleICent> 
<element name = "storage Decl"> 

<complexType 
<cnoice minOccurs it "O" maxOccurs = 'unbounded"> 

<element rei = "store Decl" /> 
<element rei to "dataSource Ref" /> 

</ choice.> 
<attribute name 

</COInplexType > 
</element> 
<element name s "import"> 

<complexTypex 
<sequence /> 
<at tribute name 
<attribute name 

</complexType 
</element> 
<eleraent name = "servo"> 

<coItplexType) 
<choice minoccurs as "C" max Occurs = 'unbounded"> 

<element ref "import" /> 
Kelement ref "storage Decli" /> 
<element ref = "view "A > 
Kelement name = "xsl: template"> 

<complexType /> 

"name" type = "string"/> 

"local Alias" type = "string"/> 
"publicId" type = "uri Reference" /> 

A/O-al 
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</element 
<element 
<element 
<element 
<element 
<element 
<element 

</cnoice.> 
<attribute name 
<attribute name 

</complexType) 
</element> 

</schemas 

Jun. 6, 2002 
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ref = 'method" / > 
ref = "element' A> 
ref = "devicemap" / > 
ref = "public" / > 
ref = "private" /> 
ref = "protected" / > 

e "publicId" type as "uriReference" /> 
a "local Alias" type = "string"/> 

A /0 - A 
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1. A computer-implemented, incremental proceSS for 
executing an application Servo in a client device based on a 
Specified Set of matching criteria, the process comprising the 
Steps of: 

Selecting a Servo to provide Services, 
identifying a dataSource associated with the Selected 

SerVO, 

initializing an execution context tree Structure by creating 
a root node of the context tree associated with an initial 
instruction of the Servo, 

choosing a context of the context tree that Satisfies the 
matching criteria; 

executing an instruction of the Servo associated with the 
chosen context; 

responsive to Said executing Step, creating Zero or more 
new child contexts in the context tree, each new child 
context including content defining a current internal 
evaluation State of the process, and 

repeating Said choosing, executing and creating steps over 
Subsequent instructions of the Servo until no context 
Satisfies the matching criteria. 

2. A process according to claim 1 wherein the content of 
the child context includes: 

a pointer to an element within the Selected Servo, and 
a pointer that identifies a current data context by pointing 

into a Source tree. 
3. A process according to claim 1 wherein the content of 

the child context includes: 

a reference to a parent context; 
an ordered, potentially sparse, list of pointers to Zero or 
more child contexts, and definitions for any Symbols 
introduced by the context. 

4. A process according to claim 1 further including, 
responsive to Said executing Step, creating Zero or more 
child Spacers in the context tree representing unmaterialized 
child contexts, and wherein Said choosing a context includes 
choosing either a context or a Spacer. 

5. A process according to claim 4 wherein the context tree 
is implemented using a relative b-tree Structure, and each 
Spacer is reflected in an interior node entry in the relative 
b-tree Structure to facilitate Searching unmaterialized con 
teXtS. 

6. A process according to claim 1 wherein the b-tree node 
entry includes a field to track a linear value associated with 
a graphical display output object. 

7. A process according to claim 1 wherein the proceSS 
creates and maintains both the context tree and a geometry 
tree, the geometry tree representing the Spatial Structure of 
a predetermined graphical user interface. 

8. A process according to claim 1 wherein the Servo is 
defined using a Servo definition language that references 
XML schema definitions as its core vocabulary. 

9. A process according to claim 8 wherein the Servo 
definition language comprises: 

application data Schema, 
transformation rules, and 
opportunity rules. 
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10. A Servo definition language for defining a distributed 
application that Supports disconnected operation, the lan 
guage comprising the following types of rules: 

application data Schema, 

transformation rules, 

transaction handling rules, and 
interface object specifications. 
11. A Servo definition language according to claim 10 

further comprising acceSS rules. 
12. A Servo definition language according to claim 10 

further comprising opportunity rules to realize automatic 
extension or integration of Servos through opportunity-based 
linking of an interface component representing an instance 
of a Schema fragment to a template. 

13. A Servo definition language according to claim 12 
wherein the template Specifies at least one of a transforma 
tion rule, a transaction handling rule and an interface object 
Specification. 

14. A Servo definition language according to claim 10 and 
further comprising an abstract interface object definition. 

15. A Servo definition language according to claim 10 
wherein the application data Schema comprises an XML 
based Schema. 

16. A Servo definition language according to claim 10 
defined using XML schema definitions XSD as the core 
Vocabulary. 

17. A Servo definition language according to claim 10 
including a view element for Selecting a group of the Said 
transformation rules to define at least a part of an output 
interface. 

18. A Servo definition language according to claim 10 
including a storage declaration element that enables an 
author to reserve and name persistent Storage for use by the 
Servo and any other ServOS authorized to access the corre 
Sponding data. 

19. A Servo definition language according to claim 18 
wherein the Storage declaration element includes a locally 
Scoped name for a corresponding Storage tree and identifies 
a Schema to which the Storage tree must conform. 

20. A Servo for realizing a predetermined function on a 
mobile client device having a user interface and utilizing at 
least intermittent communication with a Server environment, 
the Servo comprising: 

a Series of transformation elements expressed in a prede 
termined servo description language (SDL) consistent 
with a predetermined SDL schema; 

the Servo transformation elements including a data 
Schema declaration for defining a data type on which 
the Servo can be executed; 

and the Servo transformation elements further including at 
least two transformation rules, each rule for transform 
ing Selected elements of the data type defined by the 
data Schema from an input document So as to provide 
output to the client device user interface; and further 
wherein 

the Servo transformation elements include at least one 
View declaration for Selecting a group of the Said 
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transformation rules So as to define at least a part of an 
output interface realizable on the client device user 
interface. 

21. A Servo according to claim 20 wherein the Servo is 
declared using a Standard XSLT Vocabulary extended So as 
to include the view declaration element. 

22. A Servo according to claim 20 wherein the Servo 
transformation elements include at least one Storage decla 
ration element for declaration of a persistent Storage tree. 

23. A Servo according to claim 22 wherein the Storage 
declaration element includes a name attribute for defining a 
locally Scoped name for the corresponding Storage tree. 

24. A Servo according to claim 23 wherein the Storage 
declaration element includes identification of a predeter 
mined Storage Schema to which the corresponding Storage 
tree conforms. 

25. A Servo according to claim 24 wherein the Storage 
declaration element includes at least one attribute directed to 
Specification of a lifetime, an update policy or a destruction 
policy associated with the corresponding Storage tree. 

26. A Servo according to claim 24 wherein the predeter 
mined Storage Schema is defined in an extensible Stylesheet 
language. 

27. A Servo according to claim 24 wherein the predeter 
mined Storage Schema is defined within the Servo. 

28. A Servo according to claim 24 wherein the predeter 
mined Storage Schema is defined by an XML Schema defi 
nition. 

29. A servo according to claim 24 including an opportu 
nity element to realize automatic extension of the Servo 
through opportunity-based linking of an interface compo 
nent representing an instance of a Schema fragment to a 
template wherein the template Specifies at least one of a 
transformation rule, a transaction handling rule and an 
interface object Specification. 

30. A servo according to claim 24 wherein the servo is 
declared using a Standard XSLT Vocabulary extended So as 
to include the Storage declaration element. 

31. A computing platform for distributed mobile applica 
tions comprising a computer-implemented Server environ 
ment for interaction with a mobile client machine over a 
potentially intermittent communication channel, the Server 
environment including: 

a messaging Service for managing potentially intermittent 
communication between the client machine and the 
Server environment; 

a location broker component for locating a database 
asSociated with an identifier contained in a request 
communicated from the client machine; 

a Session manager Service for managing an interactive 
Session with the client machine; 

an interpreter instance for processing a request assigned to 
it in a current Session; 

Storage for at least one Servo, data and Schema, and 
a registry for managing meta data associated with Servos 

and Schemata; 
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wherein both the Servo and the data are expressed in a 
markup language. 

32. A computing platform according to claim 31 wherein 
the Stored Servo is declared in a Servo definition language 
(SDL) defined by a schema that references the XSL vocabu 
lary; and the SDL includes a means for discovering a Session 
environment; and 

wherein the Session environment includes indicia 
(attributes) of a physical location of the mobile client 
machine, identification of the mobile client hardware, 
and current Status of the communication channel. 

33. A computing platform according to claim 31 wherein 
the SDL defines a storage declaration instruction, and appli 
cation data is available for reference in the SDL as a named 
input tree using a name defined in a storage declaration 
instruction in the Servo. 

34. A computing platform according to claim 33 wherein 
the SDL defines the following types of rules: 

application data Schema, 
transformation rules, 
transaction handling rules, and 
interface object specifications. 
35. A computing platform according to claim 34 wherein 

the SDL further defines opportunity rules to realize auto 
matic extension a Servo through opportunity-based linking 
of an interface component representing an instance of a 
Schema fragment to a template. 

36. A computing platform according to claim 34 wherein 
the SDL further defines opportunity rules to realize auto 
matic integration of multiple ServOS through opportunity 
based linking of an interface component representing an 
instance of a Schema fragment to a template. 

37. A computing platform according to claim 35 wherein 
the SDL Specifies at least one of a transformation rule, a 
transaction handling rule and an interface object Specifica 
tion. 

38. A computing platform according to claim 35 wherein 
the SDL further includes a view element for selecting a 
group of transformation rules to define at least a part of an 
output interface. 

39. A computing platform according to claim 38 wherein 
the Server environment further includes a Schema translator 
for translating data from one Schema to another. 

40. A computing platform according to claim 38 wherein 
the registry includes at least one of the following kinds of 
metadata: 

a Schema public identifier with the corresponding Schema 
representation; 

a Schema translator with a corresponding directed pair of 
Schema public identifiers including flags for whether 
the translation loses information; and 

a dataSource public identifier with corresponding data 
Source declaration. 


